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Foreword

Over the past several years China has implement- This report is not intended to provide a
ed many far-reaching reforms in the power sec- detailed blueprint for implementing competitive
tor, transforming it from a government agency to power markets in China. But it does provide rec-
a modern, commercial industry with increasing ommendations, rationales, and options for certain
private participation. Competition in the power market design choices that will have to be made,
sector has now become a key driver for future as well as suggestions for detailed studies to
reforms to achieve financial and economic effi- implement them.
ciencies that are not possible under current struc- This report has emerged from almost three
tural and institutional arrangements.The Chinese years of policy discussions, technical studies, and
power sector is, in essence, entering the final stage market implementation trials. It builds on the
of its shift to market principles. individual contributions of a large number of

In fostering competition in China's power international specialists and Chinese power
markets, there is vast international experience industry experts and policymakers. This work
from which to draw lessons, as well as numerous would not have been possible without the sup-
market designs and implementation strategies. port and cooperation of the State Power Corpo-
These lessons, designs, and strategies need to be ration of China and its continued patience from
distilled into a comprehensive and consistent inception to completion. I believe that the same
approach that is sensitive to the circumstances elements of international cooperation, detailed
and reforrn objectives in China's power sector. analysis, and patience will lead to success in
This report attempts to provide the foundation implementing competition in China's power
for such an approach. markets.

Yukon Huang
Country Director, China
The World Bank





Abstract

This report proposes a strategy for developing The staged approach allows competitive mar-

competitive pool markets in China's power sec- ket principles to be introduced immediately

tor and for increasing energy trade between within existing institutions. This will allow need-

competitive pool market areas. A three-stage ed skills and parallel economic reforms to be

approach is offered for developing the competi- developed gradually and so facilitate increased

tive pool markets. During stage 1 a mandatory competition in later stages. The report also dis-

competitive pool will be created with a single cusses key elements of competitive market devel-

buyer. During stage 2 wholesale competition will opment, including the organization of

be permitted. During stage 3 retail competition transmission services and transition issues such as

will be allowed, making the market fully dealing with stranded costs and mitigating mar-

competitive. ket power among generators.
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Executive Summary

China has made impressive progress in reforming 1980s, was formalized by the 1995 Electricity

and commercializing its power sector.Today it has Law. By late 1999 some 40 projects involving pri-

the world's second largest power system, with vate developers were operating or under con-

more than 300 gigawatts of installed capacity. struction, with installed capacity totaling 28

Moreover, it produces about 1,250 terawatt-hours gigawatts. And 37 power companies, with

of electricity. But the single buyer model has installed capacity of 25 gigawatts, were listed on

reached its limits, and a new approach is needed. international and domestic stock markets.

Great Strides Have Been Made ... ... But New Steps Are Needed

In the early 1980s electricity was considered a Still, China's power sector faces problems that, if

social service, and power was provided through a not addressed, could jeopardize these achieve-
centralized government department with units at ments. The main problems are structural, and

the province, prefecture, municipality, and coun- arise from a piecemeal approach to restructuring

ty levels. Investments were centrally decided and the sector and weak incentives for efficient

financed through budget allocations. Prices were investment and resource use. The single buyer

totally controlled and covered only a small por- structure at the provincial level, which fostered

tion of supply costs. Private ownership of power new investments and allowed gradual price

assets was illegal. increases, has reached the limits of its usefulness,

Today all provincial power enterprises have particularly in advanced provinces.

been fully corporatized and operate as commer- Among the signs of these problems:

cial businesses. The State Power Corporation of * Provincial power companies have breached
China, established in 1997, holds the state's own- contracts to purchase power-particularly in
ership rights in these companies on a commercial 1998-99, when growth in the demand for

equity-holding basis. Although most investments electricity slowed temporarily-indicating an

still require central approval, budget allocations abuse of the single buyer's dual monopsony

have been phased out and subsidies eliminated. and monopoly power.

Investments are financed through equity and * Single buyers have engaged in discriminatory
debt from a variety of public and private sources. dispatch, favoring plants owned by provincial

Electricity prices are generally in line with or power companies over more efficient plants

higher than long-run marginal supply costs in owned by independent producers-implying

most-notably the largest-grids. Private own- an abuse of monopsony power and sub-
ership of power assets, piloted since the mid- optimal use of available capacity.
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* Little effort has been made to cut investment * Accommodate the wide diversity in regional
and operating costs and to achieve economies and provincial power systems (which range
of scale through interprovincial trade and from 300-30,000 megawatts), generation mix
cooperation. (with coal-fired capacity account .ng for

* Highly polluting small coal plants have prolif- 50-98 percent of the total), develop.nent of
erated, with little consideration of their envi- transmission networks, and so on.
ronmental impacts or of the optimal use of U Allow adequate time for power en :ities to
natural resources-stemming from the prefer- acquire the management capacity and skills to
ences for local generation held by provincial adapt to competition, and for the govc rnment
single buyers (because it means more profits) to establish a modern regulatory fram, work.
and local governments (because it means Given the diversity in power systems and insti-
more revenue). tutional capacity, competitive power pool; should

* Cost-plus pricing policies have allowed rapid be implemented at the provincial or legional
debt paybacks, with loan maturities much level, in parallel with price-based bilateral trading
shorter than the economic lives of generation arrangements for power exchanges 1: etween
units-leading to high front-loaded genera- competitive pools. Market rules and market
tion prices and discrimination against capital- development should be coordinated to ensure
intensive and environmentally friendly that future integration is not compromise;1.
technologies. This report is not a blueprint for powcr sector

* Flawed prices have led to inefficient dispatch, reform in China. Rather, it offers marke: design
underinvestment in transmission, misused principles and priorities to guide the govcrnment
resources, and avoidable environmental and companies in defining and implementing
impacts-because prices do not reflect actual competitive power markets. A building-block
supply costs along the generation, transmis- approach is stressed that progressively ,xpands
sion, and distribution chain. competition within competitive market a:-eas and
Recognizing these problems, the government facilitates gradual integration. Specific studlies and

has initiated comprehensive reform to introduce consultation of all stakeholders will be rzquired
and expand competition-starting with genera- to translate these market design principles into
tion in the short term (next 2 years) and extend- detailed market designs with suitable rn les and
ing it to the wholesale level in the medium term operating procedures.
(2-5 years) and to the retail level over the long
term (5-10 years). This gradual transition to The Transition to Competitive
competitive markets will increase investment and Power Markets
efficiency and empower consumers. The govern-
ment has mandated the separation of generation Competitive power markets in China will initial-
from transmission and distribution, selected six ly be established in areas or regions madz up of
provinces to test competitive generation markets, several provinces. Technical and organi ational
and started revising the Electricity Law to pro- factors will limit the creation of larger market
vide a stronger legal basis for reform. areas at the outset. At the minimum, the compet-

Experience in many other countries and in itive market area will contain a single pro-ince.A
other sectors in China indicates that competition three-stage process can be used to introduce and
will provide strong incentives for increasing expand competition within these defined market
operating efficiency and optimizing resource areas.
use-leading to lower prices for consumers. The
efficiency benefits of competitive generation Stage 1: the mandatory pool with a
markets are beginning to materialize in Zhejiang single buyer
province, which is leading the pilot market Stage 1 will introduce competition in ger eration
implementation effort. by mandating that all generators submit price

A flexible approach is needed to develop bids into a pool in order to be dispatched. A
competitive power markets in China to: common market-clearing pool price will be

2



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

determined by the price of the last generator dis- between generators and the single buyer (and

patched to meet total system demand. At this later wholesalers). In addition, generators' access

stage the regional (or provincial) power company to consumers could be tested, on a limited scale,

will remain the single buyer of all the electricity by allowing sophisticated large consumers and

produced by generators connected to the main wholesalers to negotiate and contract directly

transmission grid, as well as the sole wholesale with generators.

electricity supplier. Stage 1 must be considered transitional, lasting

Revenues for generators will depend on their only as long as is needed to achieve the smooth

electricity production, which will be valued at functioning of a mandatory pool for generators

the pool-clearing price adjusted (positive or neg- and complete essential restructuring. Delays in

ative) in accordance with the contract for differ- moving to stage 2 could lead to the abuse of dual

ences agreed to beforehand with the single wholesale monopsony and monopoly power by

buyer. The contract for differences guarantees single buyers, enabling them to capture all the

generators minimum revenue if unit availability benefits of competition at the generation level

meets contract requirements. It also minimizes and reducing incentives for efficient wholesale

price volatility for the single buyer. At this stage contracting. This would undermine the confi-

the contract for differences is the only risk-hedg- dence of generators and consumers in competi-

ing instrunment available to generators and the tive markets and ultimately stall reform.

(single buyer) purchaser.

This stage is required in China-as it might Stage 2: wholesale competition
be in other developing countries-for several Stage 2 will expand competition to the wholesale

reasons. Consumers and wholesalers (distribu- level by allowing distributors, traders, and large

tors) may have limited access to electricity sup- consumers to contract directly with generators

pliers (generators, traders) because of existing and purchase power from the mandatory pool.

laws and regulations. Distributors and large con- The operations and functions of the pool will not

sumers-mostly state-owned companies-are change. The obligations of single buyers under

being restrLctured and do not yet have the man- the original contracts for differences will be

agement and negotiation skills required to secure transferred to distributors, traders, and eligible

electricity supplies in competitive markets at least consumers according to agreed procedures. Con-

cost. Metering and computerized billing and set- tracts for differences will continue to be the main

tlement systems are inadequate. And there is little instruments for managing risk and can at this

or no experience with commodity trading and stage be freely negotiated between generators

risk-hedging instruments. and purchasers.

Four key operational benefits are expected at Generators will continue to receive revenues

this stage. First, productive and allocative efficien- based on electricity sales to the pool at the

cy will improve because generating plants, sub- market-clearing price, adjusted in accordance

jected to competition and economically with contracts for differences with eligible con-

dispatched based on price bids, will have incen- sumers and wholesalers. Consumers who are

tives to maximize availability and cut operating not eligible to access the market will continue

costs. Second, government agencies and market to be served by distributors in their franchised

players will have time to carry out the required areas. Secondary trading of financial obligations
restructuring of the sector and develop functions under contracts for differences should be

(such as risk management skills) essential for the allowed between market participants to expand

stable operation of a competitive market. Third, risk management possibilities and increase mar-

experience will be gained with developing and ket efficiency.

regulating competitive market rules. Fourth, a Abolishing the single buyer and increasing the

transparent spot market price will emerge, pro- number of purchasers will increase the competitive

viding market participants with information on pressures on generators, leading to bigger reduc-

price volatility and risk. This would provide tions in supply costs and prices-assuming, of

essential information to guide contracting course, that generation activities are restructured to

3
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mitigate the possibility of generators having market Trading between markets should be voluntary.

power. Transmission will become a completely As market participants become more conmifortable

independent service during this stage, requiring an with trading arrangements and the mutu il bene-

effective pricing scheme to compensate for the fits become evident, trade will expand.Tiere are

service and provide incentives for expansion. three broad categories of transactions: lo: ig-term

capacity or energy (one to several years, short-

Stage3: retail competition term capacity or energy (one day tc several

Stage 3 will extend the benefits of competition months), and hourly (or shorter) spot energy.

and choice to all segments of the market by An institution will be required to dev lop and

enabling all consumers to choose their electricity facilitate trade between separate compefit.ve mar-

retailer. Developing retail markets requires sepa- kets. An existing institution could be de .ignated

rating the operation and management of the dis- to perform the required functions, or a ncw insti-

tribution network from commodity trading. The tution will have to be created. It will alse be use-

distribution network will remain a monopoly ful, as a first step, to abolish administrative quotas

and will have to be regulated. But commodity and so allow power exchanges to be basec. entire-

trading will be increasingly opened to new ly on commercial considerations-specifically,

entrants, increasing competitive pressures to cut cost and profit margins for sellers and value to

both retail margins and wholesale prices. Small buyers. Fiscal distortions and other insticutional

residential and commercial consumers who do barriers to power trade should also be eli:yninated

not wish to choose between retailers will be to encourage interprovincial exchanges.

assured supply at regulated prices from the retail- To provide the flexibility needed to accom-

ers serving their franchised area. modate trading between competitive m. rkets at

Allowing consumers to choose their retailer different stages of development, it is recommend-

will create a competitive commodity market in ed that trading be based on prices rather than

which prices are determined by supply and costs. This report recommends that lorg-term

demand and adjusted automatically without and short-term transactions be negotiatec direct-

administrative interference. (Though it is ly between participants and that spot energy

assumed that power market issues will be proper- transactions be intermediated by an energy bro-
ly addressed and that monopoly segments of the ker. The trading scheme can be structure d with

industry-transmission, distribution-will be incentives for expanding the transmission net-

adequately regulated.) Only a few countries have work between competitive market areas--crucial
reached this level of competition in the electrici- for increasing the possibilities for and volume of

ty sector. But they have achieved, after an adjust- power trade-and eventually to integratr com-

ment period, significant efficiency gains and petitive market areas.

lower consumer prices. At some point in the future, bilateral trading

across competitive markets can be replac-d by a

Bilateral Trade between fully integrated competitive power market. This
Competitive Power Markets would be possible if common competiti,,e mar-

ket principles are established in the small, r com-

Although competitive power markets will great- petitive areas.

ly improve operating efficiency and resource use,

trading between these markets will allow even Structural and Regulatory Reforms
more benefits. Such trade will enable the optimal to Reap the Benefits of
development of national resources, reduce the Competition
operating reserves required for adequate supply,

and encourage more efficient use of installed The report identifies the structural and regulato-

capacity. Bilateral power trading between markets ry changes required to move from one stage of

will also provide more choices for generators and reform to the next. Reforms in industry struc-

wholesalers, increasing pressures to cut supply ture and the development of regulations must be

costs and improve efficiency. carefully synchronized with market implemnenta-

4



EXECUTIVE: SUMMARY

tion to achieve the benefits of competition.Three center, on separating transmission and distribu-

issues require special attention. tion accounts and applying full-cost-based trans-

fer prices to all power transactions to avoid

Separating ownership of generation distortions and hidden cross-subsidies, and on

from ownership of transmission and organizing distributors owned by the single

distribution buyer as profit centers-with a view to creating

Fully separating generation from transmission them as separate autonomous companies before

and distribution is key for creating true competi- the transition to wholesale competition in

tion at the generation level. China began diversi- stage 2.

fying ownership at the generation level in 1986, Before wholesale competition is implement-

and several generation companies operate in all ed, the transmission profit center and distribution

provinces. But partial or full ownership of gener- profit centers must be incorporated as separate

ation assets by regional and provincial single buy- companies. A separate transmission entity will

ers remains a serious potential (and in some cases give generators and eligible consumers open

actual) hindrance to competition. To achieve the access to the transmission network, allowing

conditions for competition, there should be no direct contractual relationships. The transmission

ownership linkages between single buyers and entity could retain responsibility for system oper-

generators. ations and market operations. If the system and

Competition between generators requires that market operator remain integrated with the

there be enough separately owned generation transmission entity, it will be absolutely crucial to

companies. Moreover, government ownership of ensure the system operator's independence by

generation should be assigned to separate corpo- having no linkage to sellers (generators) or buy-

rate entities, with a view to full divestiture. The ers (retailers).

managers and boards of directors of these sepa- Transparent transmission pricing should be

rately incorporated generation companies should developed to ensure adequate compensation for

be given full decisionmaking autonomy and existing assets and incentives for network expan-

incentives for maximizing profits. sion, to promote the optimal use of existing gen-

International experience has shown that hor- eration assets, and to guide siting and investment

izontal market power can arise when there are in new generation assets. The report offers a

dominant generation firms or collusion between phased strategy for implementing transmission

related firms-severely distorting dispatch prices first at generation nodes and later at all

(through discrimination or bidding strategies), wholesale nodes. Given the monopolistic nature

weakening competition, and leading to high of transmission, technical and economic regula-

prices. Methods of recognizing the potential for tion will remain important.

market power and strategies to mitigate it are During stage 2, distributors (operating with

reviewed in the report. combined network and retailer responsibilities)

will be allowed to participate in the market and

Separating transmission and increase the number of buyers. Distribution

distribution bureaus should be restructured as autonomous

Wholesale markets will be established to allow companies obliged to supply the captive con-
multiple sellers and buyers to freely trade elec- sumers within their franchise areas at regulated

tricity. These markets will require separating prices. Restructuring of distribution will require
transmission and distribution and giving genera- careful analysis because there are hundreds of dis-

tors open access to the transmission network. tribution entities at the provincial level-some of

This complex structural change will require care- which are autonomous from provincial power

ful planning and implementation-and is one of utilities-as well as a tradition of highly decen-

the top priorities during the transition. tralized electricity retailing at the township and

During stage 1, efforts should focus on recog- village levels.

nizing transmission as a distinct service in the Changes to the existing system (which has

power supply chain and establishing it as a profit both problems and virtues) should be avoided

5
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before comprehensive institutional studies are power sector were discussed in a 1997 paper
completed.These studies need to determine the sponsored by the World Bank and China's
appropriate size and scope of distribution com- Ministry of Electric Power (see Chin.!: Power
panies for economic and financial viability and Sector Regulation in a Socialist Market l-conomy,
distributional efficiency. There is no universal World Bank Discussion Paper 361).This report
model for organizing distribution activities: in reiterates some of the key requirements and
power systems comparable to those in Chinese extends the discussion in several areas,
provinces the number of distribution companies including:
ranges from two to four at one extreme to hun- U Areas that require specialized regulatory
dreds at the other. Fewer distributors would supervision within competitive pool
enable economies of scale and lower distribution markets.
costs, while more distributors would foster com- U The separation of responsibilities between the
petition-with the possibility of lower operating market operator and system operator and the
costs and consumer prices. Ownership options regulator in the context of the ma idatory
should also be evaluated, especially if one of the energy pool.
government's objectives is to raise funds for U The challenge of establishing adequately
developing the sector by divesting distribution staffed regulatory institutions with thb requi-
assets. site skills to effectively supervise competition

in the power sector.
Laws and regulations to support U The extent of the competitive marke: transi-
competitive markets tion possible under the 1996 Electricity Law
The development and principal requirements and revisions needed to adapt to indep ?ndent-
of comprehensive laws and regulations for the ly regulated, competitive markets.
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Chapter 1

Competition As a Driver of Reform

Gradualism has been the hallmark of economic with provincial bureaus operating as local repre-

reform in China, including power sector reform. sentatives of central and regional administrations.

This approach-known in China as "crossing the Managers had to refer all decisions to the top.

river by feeling the stones"-has served the Prices were low and controlled.The industry was

country and the power sector well.Typically, each fully vertically integrated and run as an adminis-

reform has built on earlier reforms by broadening trative entity rather than a commercial business.
and deepening the scope of change and the pos- All capital investment was financed through

sibilities for future reforms. Although the gradual budget allocations.

approach has sometimes been perceived as being In less than 20 years a remarkable transforma-

too slow, it has brought about impressive change tion has occurred, creating a very different sector

while preventing serious economic disruptions (table 1.1). Reform has occurred in waves. The

and social upheaval. first wave focused on raising prices, transforming

The building block approach has been success- government departments into corporations,

ful in the power sector for four reasons. First, the phasing out budget financing, and experimenting

government has been able to set and focus on pri- with private sector involvement. The second

orities at each stage rather than diffuse limited wave stressed legislative reform, reduced vertical

institutional capacity implementing reforms on integration, and streamlined the government

multiple fronts. Second, policymakers have been institutions supervising the sector. The power

able to pilot different approaches in a few sector has now entered a third wave of reform, in

provinces, await preliminary results, determine a which the strategic priority is fostering competi-

preferred st-ategy, and then pass the enabling legis- tion to guide resource allocation and further

lation required to mainstream the selected strategy. reduce administrative controls.

Third, the approach has made it possible to build

broad consensus by acknowledging regional diver- The first wave of reform
sity in the power sector and trying alternative The first steps toward reforming China's power
approaches to achieve the same objective. Fourth, sector occurred in the mid-1980s, when the

and perhaps most important, the government has government began curtailing budget allocations

been consistent and determined in moving the for power investments, instead providing debt

power sector toward a commercially stable future. through policy and commercial banks and intro-

ducing the "new plant, new price" policy. The

Waves of Reform "new plant, new price" policy ensured genera-

tors a cost-based tariff that enabled rapid debt

In the early 1980s China's power industry was repayments. This approach was used in conjunc-

organized as one large government department, tion with a single-part energy tariff linked to a



FOSTERING COMPETITION IN CHINA'S POWER MARKETS

Table 1.1

Changes in the power sector as a result of reforms

Feature Early 1980s 2000

Management and funding Power entities managed as administrative Most entities have been corporatized and ars run
departments of the Ministry of Energy, fully as for-profit enterprises. Budget allocations 'iave
controlled and funded by the government. been phased out and subsidies eliminated.

Sector structure Vertically integrated companies own and operate Generation is being separated from transmi sion
generation, transmission, and distribution. and distribution.

Prices and regulations Tariffs barely cover operational costs. Prices set Average prices exceed supply costs in almo!;t all
by the government, often arbitrarily. provinces. Prices still need to be approved by the

government, but the Electricity Law requires
prices to cover supply costs.

Supply reliability Severe energy shortages persist until the Energy shortages have been eliminated in al
mid-i 990s. provinces. "New plant, new price" policy,

combined with easy approvals for small proq cts,
increased annual capacity additions from 4-i
gigawatts to 15-17 gigawatts in the mid-i9' Os.

Private ownership Private ownership banned in the power sector. Private ownership permitted in generation.
Private investment accounts for significant <,hare
of new capacity. Some 40 independent pov.er
producers generate 28 gigawatts of power; 37
companies listed on domestic and foreign s :ock
exchanges represent an installed base of at:out
25 gigawatts.

nominal load factor (typically 5,000-5,500 increased substantially, accounting for about half

hours of operation at full capacity). As a result the installed capacity in several provinces by

investment in generation became very attractive, 1993. In 1993 the government also issuec guide-

easing power shortages. To increase decentraliza- lines for new accounting standards that reflect

tion, in 1988 policymakers granted provincial international practice.

power companies greater control over labor and

wages. Power companies were also allowed to The second wave of reform
retain part of their operating surpluses under a Reforms since the rnid-1990s have incre! sed the

system known as the responsibility contract market orientation of the power sector ai d initi-

system. ated a restructuring process conducive to compe-

In the early 1990s the government took steps tition. Four events are worth noting:

to increase the commercial orientation of state * The Electricity Law, promulgated i] 1996,

enterprises. In 1992 it increased the autonomy of legalized the status of power enterprises as

state enterprise managers. In 1993 it passed the commercial entities. The law also est; blished
Company Law, which for the first time allowed the legal basis for private ownership.

state power companies to be corporatized. The * In 1997 the State Power Corporati jn vas

government also created new public corpora- established to hold the state's ownership rights

tions to raise foreign capital and experiment with in the power sector and support a commercial

new financing models. These entities, such as the asset-holding relationship.

Huaneng Group, eventually raised equity on for- * In 1998 the State Economic and Tradc Com-

eign stock exchanges. During this period the mission and its provincial counterparts were

Hopewell Group of Hong Kong built one of the assigned responsibilities for sector reg-lation,

first build-operate-transfer facilities in a develop- separate from other government funct: ons.

ing country, paving the way for private investors e In 1999 the State Council issued a directive to

to participate in the sector. Joint ventures (pub- separate generation from transmission and

lic-private partnerships) and their many variants distribution.
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CHAPTER 1: COMPETITION AS A DRIVER OF REFORM

The need for a third wave of reform pass on such costs dilutes the strict commercial
Impressive gains were made in the first two waves criteria that should be applied to investment

of power reform-notably the elimination of decisions.

endemic power shortages and the adoption of an Problems are also emerging as a result of the

increasingly commercial operating framework. single buyer's bargaining power over generators

But the sector still faces problems. If these prob- when signing contracts, and its ability to discrim-

lems are not resolved quickly, they couldjeopard- inate when dispatching installed capacity. In

ize reforms and undermine many of the gains. some provinces independent generators are not

The government is contemplating a third wave being dispatched at levels that cover their fixed

of reform to address these problems by introduc- costs or provide the revenues on which their

ing competition in the sector. investment decisions were based. Complaints

about discriminatory dispatch have surfaced,

Growing inefficiencies in the single buyer with a growing perception that plants owned by
structure provincial power companies are favored over
Expansion of the Chinese power system has independent producers.

relied on vertically integrated provincial power

companies operating as the single buyers of all Unexploited trade benefits and economies
generated electricity-that is, as monopsonies. of scale
These buyers are obligated to meet all the The chronic power shortages of the early 1980s

demand within the system. To do so, they must led many local and provincial governments to

contract for adequate supply and bear all market adopt an inward-looking policy of self-reliance
risk. Accordingly, provincial power companies in generation capacity. With many provinces

have built up portfolios of their own power struggling to meet their own loads, the possibili-

plants and contracts with independent power ties of trading power across provincial boundaries

producers. was not carefully considered.Thus the huge eco-

The single buyer model provided many bene- nomic benefits from coordinating investments

fits to China's rapidly growing power system. and operations over broad geographic areas have

Lenders and investors had enough security to not been exploited, and investments in plants

finance large capacity additions, mitigating the have not benefited from economies of scale.

disruptive effects of power shortages. The single Instead there has been a proliferation of small

buyer's ability to average the lower prices of old coal-fired plants (50 megawatts and less), which

generators (which had recovered their invest- are less efficient, more expensive, and more envi-

ment costs) and the much higher prices of new ronmentally damaging than larger plants serving

generators (which operated under the "new wider areas.

plant, new price" policy) allowed price increases

to be phased in gradually-avoiding price spikes High bulk power and consumer prices
at times of capacity or energy shortages. The sin- The "new plant, new price" policy attracted large

gle buyer structure also gave power utilities time investments in new generation. But these invest-

to build management capacity and adapt to a ments were highly leveraged-that is, they had a
commercial environment. large share of debt relative to equity. Bulk elec-

But in many provinces the single buyer tricity prices were set very high because

structure has reached its useful limits because investors, facing considerable institutional and

there are weak incentives for investment and regulatory risks, looked to rapid debt repayment

operating efficiency, and regulating the activi- to recover their investments. Today consumer

ties of a single buyer to enhance efficiency is prices are often higher than economic costs

difficult. Inefficiencies are evident in excessive because of the mismatch between short-term

generation capacity and in rigid pricing and debt maturities and the long economic life of

contract structures.There has been little incen- assets. More important, with little or no compe-

tive to restrain excess capacity, and its costs have tition in investment and project development,

been passed on to consumers. The ability to there are few incentives to cut capital costs.
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FOSTERING COMPETITION IN CHINA'S POWER MARKETS

Inefficient pricing turing. Between 1990 and 1997 real e ectrici-

Although average prices cover supply costs, ty prices fell 22 percent.

power pricing remains flawed. With few excep- U In Australia electricity bills dropped 26 per-

tions, generation tariffs are still based on a sin- cent among 410 large consumers (thcse con-

gle-part structure linked to a nominal load suming more than 750 megawatt-liours a

factor-leading to uneconomic dispatch.Trans- year) surveyed in New South Wales and

mission is not recognized as a separate service, Victoria.

constraining power companies' ability to recov- * In Bolivia the average price of bulL power

er investment in transmission expansion. As a fell by nearly 20 percent between 1 l'96 and

result new transmission capacity is insufficient, 1999.

leading to suboptimal use of capacity at the Introducing competition in China would

provincial level and limited power trade increase efficiency and reduce costs in several
between provinces. ways. The variable cost of production would

decrease as a result of competition for dispatch.
Transmission and distribution bottlenecks Resource allocation would be op :imized
Bottlenecks are emerging in transmission and because new investments would be gu ded by

distribution networks, where inadequate fund- market prices and participants would be illowed

ing and rapidly increasing demand have led to to choose new technologies. The threat of new

restrictions in the ability to serve load- entry from transparent wholesale market prices

although generation capacity has been available. would force power companies to be more
The funding shortfalls have partly been a conse- strategic in their investments and cut the r oper-

quence of an excessive focus on generation, ational costs. And contracts between gelierators

where the bulk of investment has gone at the and purchasers would become more efficient,

expense of the transmission and distribution because market prices facilitate more cfficient

networks. risk sharing.

Three factors facilitate the introduction of
Benefits of Competitive Power competition in China's power sector:
Markets * The excess capacity in many provinces offers a

wvindow of opportunity for introducing com-
In response to mounting operating and invest- petition among generators because it mini-
ment inefficiencies and deliberate barriers to mizes the potential for price surges---which

interprovincial trade, the Chinese government are more likely when competition i. intro-
plans to foster competition in the power sector duced amid capacity shortages. (However,

and rely more on market-determined prices. introducing competition among get erators

There is emerging consensus among policymak- amid capacity shortages will expedite new
ers that competitive power markets are needed to generation investment and allow the sltortages
lower the cost of providing electricity and to be removed faster than would otlierwise

improve the allocation of resources.This has been have occurred.)

the case in other countries that have opened their * Under prevailing tariff policies and de :entral-

power markets to competition: ized distribution, the prices paid by users
* In Argentina the availability of thermal gener- cover (and in some cases exceed) supply costs.

ation capacity increased from 47 percent in As a result retail competition, coupl d with
1992 to more than 75 percent in 1997. In just effective regulation, would not lead to unac-

three years the supply of electricity jumped 40 ceptable price increases-which have helped

percent and wholesale electricity prices fell derail power reform in other countrie!.

more than 30 percent. U The government recently lifted a ban on the

* In England and Wales fuel switching and use of natural gas for power generation. New
increased efficiency cut real fossil fuel costs technologies, such as gas-fired comnbined

per unit of electricity generated by 45 percent cycle stations, could increase investment and

in the five years following the 1990 restruc- operational efficiencies.
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CHAPTER 1: COMPETITION AS A DRIVER OF REFORM

Moving toward Competitive Markets markets is based on parallel implementation of

competitive power pools at the regional or provin-

The size of China's power sector, its organization cial level, along with a scheme for voluntary bilat-

along administrative jurisdictions, and the policy eral power exchanges between competitive power

of self-reliance have led to a multilevel system pools.To facilitate the gradual integration of com-

based on administrative boundaries. Distinct enti- petitive power pools into larger markets, common

ties operate at the subprovincial (municipal, pre- national principles would be adopted for compet-

fecture, and county), provincial, interprovincial, itive market and transmission rules. The objective

and national levels.At the subprovincial level alone would be to establish competitive pool markets

there are about 200 municipal (or prefectural) and that are as large as possible.

more than 2,000 county power entities. In addi- Regional or provincial market development

tion, there are 32 provincial systems based around would be initiated with competition between

14 regional networks on the mainland, only some generators in an energy pool, and gradually

of which are interconnected (map 1.1). evolve to wholesale competition. Bilateral power

exchanges between these competitive pools

The strategy would increase the scope of competition and

Given this geographic scope and diversity, the pro- should be considered a first step toward integra-

posed strategy for developing competitive power tion. In essence, the energy pools at the regional

Map 1.1
China's provincial and interprovincial power networks
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FOSTERING COMPETITION IN CHINA'S POWER MARKETS

or provincial level represent a more advanced development principles, defines responsililities at

form of market relative to the bilateral market for different market levels, and lays out the imple-

power trade between pools. The competitive mentation strategy.This policy should be pub-

energy pool in operation in Zhejiang province lished as soon as possible. The guiding pi inciples

and the energy broker under development in the for this policy are outlined below.

East China power network are examples of these

two approaches. The guiding principles
In pursuing this strategy, the first task will be Developing competitive power markets iil China

to define the scope or size of each competitive will require changing the structure of the indus-

pool market.Two general principles are useful: try, diversifying ownership, and transtorming

* A competitive pool market must have one set institutions. New sellers and buyers of pov'er must

of rules governing its operation-different be formed from today's integrated enternrises-

rules mean different markets. This principle most of which are directly or indirectly owned by

sets an upper limit on market size. But even if the State Power Corporation of China l SPCC).

all of China had one set of rules, it would not Institutions and processes are needed to 7egulate

mean that it could be organized as one market. the monopoly segments of the industry, sLipervise

* A competitive pool market will cover an area market implementation and operation, arid liber-

where generators and wholesalers are physi- alize fuel markets. As with past reform, in the

cally interconnected and coordinated by a power sector, a phased approach is corsidered

central control room. The central control prudent for several reasons:

room will receive bids, create dispatch sched- * Competition must keep pace with other reforms.

ules, issue dispatch instructions, establish the Efforts to restructure and introduce competi-

market price for each trading period, and tion in the power sector must be align d with

include flows over interconnections between broader macroeconomic reforms as well as

its area and adjoining areas.This principle sets reforms in other sectors. Restructuri:ug state

a lower limit on market size because it makes enterprises and implementing socia. safety

no engineering sense to have two central con- nets would ease the burden of liberalize d elec-

trol rooms in an area with few transmission tricity prices for uncompetitive entrrprises

constraints. But there can be, and often are, and their employees. Financial sector regula-

subsidiary control rooms within an area. tions should allow active futures tra ling in

In practical terms, a competitive pool market electricity so that participants can manage

can cover tNvo or more provinces that are inter- their supply risk and market exposurt. While
connected, using one central control room pro- bilateral contracting between partic0ants is

vided the rules are the same. It would also be possible under current regulations, t me cre-

possible-but perhaps not practical-to include ation of a secondary market in ele tricity

in the same market two or more provinces that would require new regulatory guichilines.1
were weakly interconnected. If they were not Liberalization of fuel and transpcrtation

interconnected at all they would be separate mar- markets would enable generators to manage

kets in an economic sense, since they could not their fuel price risk and seek cost efficiencies

affect each other. The size of the competitive in fuel purchases.

market will depend on the ability to reorganize U Distributors must become more commerciall ' orient-

the companies within the area-the smaller the ed and acquire risk management skills. Although

area, the quicker this will be accomplished. But distribution companies are decentrali ed and

the larger the area, the more players there will be, generally profitable, they lack the capacity to

and the greater the potential for effective compe- deal with power sellers in a competitive mar-

tition betveen participants. ket-and they cannot manage mark t risk.

To ensure a consistent approach to competi- But commercialization is a key element of the

tive market implementation, both for energy government's infrastructure reform policy, and

pools and bilateral trading schemes, a national there are plans to restructure some distributors

policy should be published that outhnes market as independent corporations by 2002.
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CHAPTER 1: COMPETITION AS A DRIVER OF REFORM

* Regulatory skills need to be developed. Effective to trade. To overcome the existing weak

competition requires effective regulation. It incentives for bilateral trade, market rules and

generally takes a few years for regulators to supporting regulations must ensure that

perform their jobs well. Although regulatory regional or provincial single buyers have

institutions have been established at the cen- incentives to purchase the cheapest supply

tral level and identified at the provincial level, from sources within or outside the competi-

it will take time to implement appropriate tive market area. Bilateral trade will be pro-

regulations and develop skilled personnel. moted through consistent rules for market

* Transmission bottlenecks need to be eased. Ade- operation, electricity trade, transmission access

quate transmission infrastructure is needed to and pricing, and quality of service regulation.

connect buyers and sellers and facilitate com- * Consistent transmission pricing. Consistent trans-

petition. Inadequate transmission can drive up mission pricing should be adopted to facilitate

prices or make economic trades impossible. A trade and the expansion of transmission net-

phased approach to increasing competition works within and between competitive mar-

would allow provincial and interprovincial ket areas.

power utilities to expand transmission * Diversifjied owvnership. Competitive markets

connections. require multiple unrelated buyers and sellers

* New management skills take time to develop. New -particularly at the generation and wholesale

market conditions will require new manage- levels. The creation of many separately owned

ment skills in generation and distribution. generation companies should be a priority.

Experience in other countries has shown that U Market-determined end-use tariffs. A competitive

exposure to competitive market trading is market cannot work if end-use consumer tar-

needed to develop these skills. Management iffs are regulated in a way that does not recog-

expertise is also required in the use of new nize that generation prices-and later

systems for communication, information wholesale prices-are determined by market

management, billing systems, trading, and sys- forces.While it is important that transmission

tem control. Attempts to build competitive and distribution revenues be regulated, it is

markets without developing the required skills also important to allow the pass-through of

can lead to failure, delaying reform. competitively incurred electricity purchase

Key requirements for increasing competition costs, because the benefits of competition can

include: be passed on to consumers only if lower costs

* Pliased market access for retailers and consumers. are translated into lower prices.

Although competition between generators is * Fewer barriers infuel supply markets. Generators

important for increasing efficiency, huge can compete effectively only if they have con-

gains will also come from the efficiency pres- trol over their fuel purchase costs. Thus it is

sures exerted by retailers (distributors) and important that national competition policy

later by consumers. Although the govern- address the liberalization of coal and gas mar-

ment's objective is to introduce competition kets, so that generators have access to flexible

gradually, retailers and consumers should and competitive fuel prices.
increasingly be allowed to choose their own

suppliers. The timing of and policies to Stages of reform to implement
implement this access should be determined competitive pools at the regional and

by the regulator. provincial levels
* Incenitives for bilateral power exchange between This report proposes a three-stage restructuring

competitive markets. The implementation of of China's regional and provincial power sys-

competitive pool markets at the regional or tems (figure 1.1). In the first stage, all generators

provincial level and mechanisms for bilateral compete to sell their output to a mandatory

trade between them will automatically energy pool operated by the regional/provincial

increase trading if the interfaces between the single buyer. In the second stage, competition at

markets are efficient and there are incentives the wholesale level is introduced, allowing
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Figure 1.1
The three-stage competitive market transformation of China's power sector
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CHAPTER 1: COMPETITION AS A DRIVER OF REFORM

distributors and eligible industrial consumers to develops the basic skills for managing contracts

participate in the market. In the third stage, for differences, negotiating such contracts, bid-

retail competition is introduced, allowing all ding competitively, dispatching against bids, and

consumers to participate in the market. publishing pool clearing prices.These features are

The phased approach allows a smooth trans- extremely important in estabhshing strong foun-

formation by building the skills and institutional dations for stage 2-the evolution to wholesale

capacity needed to manage, operate, and regulate competition.

wholesale and retail competitive markets. It also Although stage 1 is the most important phase

allows implementation to begin immediately, of market development, it should be viewed only

without waiting for broader economic reforms as a transitional stage. Once the mandatory ener-

and industrywide restructuring to be completed gy pool with a single buyer is made operational-

-in other words, market implementation can a process that will take a year or two in most

be undertaken in parallel with supporting eco- provinces-the objective should be to move

nomic reforms. Finally, a phased approach allows quickly to stage 2.

provinces to move at different speeds depending

on their ability to build the needed skills and Stage 2: developing wholesale markets
capacity. Allowing distributors and eligible consumers to

negotiate contracts for differences directly with

Stage 1: creating a mandatory energy pool generators expands competition to the wholesale

with a single buyer level-marking an important shift in the nature

Stage 1 is the main step in developing competitive of competition and risks for market participants.

power pools at the regional or provincial level. First, generators will no longer be required to

During this stage the main objective is to have have contracts for differences only with the single

generators compete to sell energy into an energy buyer-these contracts will be assigned to distri-

pool. Participation in the pool is mandatory-all bution companies. Thus the single buyer will no

generators must submit price bids in order to be longer have to take on capacity risk, because this

dispatched. The regional or provincial power obligation will be passed over to the multiple

company will continue to be the main purchaser buyers, who must now purchase at the pool

(single buyer) of all capacity and energy. But the clearing price in order to meet consumer

role of the power company will be limited to demand. Second, there will be competition

power purchases, transmission, system and market between generators and distributors to negotiate

operation, planning, and some distribution opera- the best possible contracts for differences in order

tions. All generators will be separated from the to reduce price risk exposure to the volumes

power conipany and established as independent purchased on the spot market. International

companies.A mandatory energy pool with a sin- experience indicates that such competition can

gle buver market has been in operation in Zhe- be a powerful mechanism for holding down costs

jiang province since January 2000. and prices. The benefits to consumers can be

The reform benefits in stage 1 will come from substantial-as consumers in Argentina,Australia,

the competition among generators, which will Bolivia, Chile, England and Wales, and Norway

cut their operating costs and achieve economic have realized.

dispatch. Although the single buyer will initially During stage 2, transmission assets will be

buy a significant portion of each generator's out- completely separated from generation and distri-
put, generators will have incentives to minimize bution assets. The regional or provincial power

their costs and to bid as low as possible in order company will become a transmission entity that

to be dispatched. is regulated to allow third-party access to the

Stage 1 institutionalizes key market features transmission network.

such as a framework for generator price bids, Wholesale competition can be introduced in

transparent market rules, financial contracts for two ways. Full wholesale competition can be

differences (see annex), and system and market permitted from the start, with all distributors and
operator functions (see chapter 2). This stage eligible large consumers allowed to participate in
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FOSTERING COMPETITION IN CHINA'S POWER MARKETS

the market directly. Alternatively, the single buyer exchange of power between the competitive

can gradually reduce its share of the market while markets can be introduced to accommodlate dif-

allowing more distributors and large consumers ferences in the evolving competitive poois and to

to buy directly from the energy pool and to extract efficiencies prior to moving to a wider

negotiate contracts with generators. This geographic competitive power pool. Parricipants

approach is similar to the gradual third-party in these regional and provincial competitive mar-

access being implemented in several European kets should be allowed to independently negoti-

countries. Access to distributors and large con- ate bilateral contracts for all long-term (tine year

sumers should be allowed as soon as they can or more) and short-term (seasonal, r,onthly,

acquire the skills to manage demand and pur- weekly, daily) energy and capacity tran actions

chase risk and negotiate flexible forward supply contracted at least a day ahead. Spot ener,:y (hour

contracts. ahead) transactions should be based on t-anspar-

ent price bids, and these transactions c )uld be

Stage 3: introducing retai competition managed by an energy broker. The energp broker

The third stage in the transition to competitive could be part of the interregional institution.

markets is to introduce retail competition. At this Initially, bilateral power trading will be

point all end users will be able to choose their between single buyers in adjoining conmpetitive

electricity retailer. Allowing consumers to pur- regional or provincial markets.These mar.ets may

chase electricity from any retailer puts pressure be at different stages of development-so:ne may

on retail margins, encouraging retailers to pur- be operating competitive generation pool., others

chase wholesale electricity as cheaply as possible might have moved to wholesale competit on, and

and to reduce other operating costs. others may not have done much at all. As whole-

Only a few countries-New Zealand, Nor- sale competition is introduced in these cormpeti-

way, the United Kingdom-have reached this tive regional and provincial pools, generators and

stage of market development. Before retail com- distributors may be given the opporthnity to

petition can be introduced, the business of distri- trade across the boundaries of the com.etitive

bution (managing the wires business) must be pool area.This will gradually lead to stronger inte-

separated from the business of retailing (trading gration of these competitive pool markets.

electricity as a commodity), so that alternative Because bilateral trading is based on vcluntary

retailers can compete with distributors. In addi- trading, as opposed to mandatory particip ition in

tion, policies that support efficient processes for the competitive pools at the regional or provin-

the transfer to consumers from one retailer to cial levels, it will be necessary to ensi:re that

another must be developed and transfer systems incentives are in place to promote trade and to

implemented. expand transmission capacity between thIt com-

petitive pools.
Bilateral power trade between
competitive markets
A mechanism for bilateral power exchange is
needed to promote trade between competitive Note
power pools, to reap the benefits of differences in X. A secondary market allows futures contracts

generation costs, resources, and load patterns. An to be traded by buyers and sellers of ele,:tricity

institution that covers several competitive power For example, a consumer with a financi il con-

market areas should be established to implement tract to purchase a specific quantity of energy at a

the power trading scheme and coordinate the particular price on a specific date has the option

bilateral power exchanges. (See chapter 3 for a of selling the contract to another party.- hat is,

detailed discussion of the bilateral power trading the consumer is not required to take delivery of

scheme.) the contracted energy. Similarly, the generator

Before the establishment of a centrally dis- does not actually have to generate power to meet

patched mandatory energy pool that integrates the contract obligation but may instead iell the

smaller competitive pool markets, a bilateral obligation to another generator.
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Chapter 2

Developing Competitive Pool Markets

Under the three-stage transformation proposed owned and managed by the regional (or
in chapter 1, regional and provincial power sys- provincial) power company, independent
tems will be the first level where competition is (nonutility) power producers provide a large
introduced in China's power sector. This chapter share of generation in some provinces. In addi-
focuses on the market design, asset restructuring, tion, most regions and provinces have many
changes in responsibilities, and other reforms small generation plants embedded in the dis-
needed for each stage of competitive market tribution network. These embedded genera-
development-from competition among gener- tors may be owned by the distributors (power
ators to wholesale competition to retail supply bureaus) or by independent power pro-
competition. ducers. The plants connected to the transmis-

sion grid may be referred to as main grid
Transforming the Regional and generators, to distinguish them from the small-
Provincial Power System er embedded generators.The power company

holds power purchase agreements with the
Regional and provincial power companies are at main grid-connected independent power pro-
the center of the proposed reforms.These power ducers. The embedded generators are usually
companies will first have to separate (or "unbun- dispatched by the distributors, although their
dle") all generation, then separate distribution production schedules are agreed to in advance
when wholesale competition is introduced. by the regional or provincial power company.
Multiple generators and distributors will be * The transmission grid is owned and operated
needed for effective competition. Existing func- by the regional (or provincial) power compa-
tions, such as the power purchasing function, ny. No uniform distinction is made between
will have to be modified. And new functions, transmission and distribution networks.
such as trading and market operations, will have * Distributors supply power to monopoly fran-
to be established. chise areas. These areas are typically defined by

administrative boundaries (municipality, prefec-
The current structure ture, or county). Ownership of distributors is

Although their structures differ, all of China's diverse. They may be owned by the provincial
regional and provincial power systems share key government, the local (county or municipal)
features (figure 2.1): government, or the regional or provincial
* Ownership of generation facilities is diverse. power company. Distributors owned and man-

Although many power stations connected to aged by the regional or provincial power com-
the transmission grid are wholly or partly pany normally operate as cost centers; other
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power supply bureaus are structured as inde- bureau reviews the tariff recommend. tions to
pendent government-owned entities. In gener- ensure consistency with governmenh guide-
al, the share of distribution managed by the lines. Final approval is given by tne State
power company is larger in urban than in rural Development and Planning Commission.
areas. Rural distribution is highly decentralized * Power companies carry out a range )f other
and disaggregated, with townsliip and village business activities, includinig construci ion and
communities and cooperatives often assumning fuel procurement.

responsibility for maintenance, billing, and U Energy and capacity exchanges between
collection. provinces (or regions) are normally co ardinat-

U The regional or provincial power company is ed and managed by a regional (or rational)
responsible for planning the expansion of power entity, such as the regional power

generation and transmission. It forecasts con- group (or State Power Corporation of China).
sumer demand, prepares investment plans and
annual budgets, and recommends retail tariffs The post-reform structure
and independent power producer payments to As regional (or provincial) competitive pool mar-
the government. The provincial pricing kets are implemented, the structure of th power

Figure 2.1
China's regional/provincial power system
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Note: Most distributors have small generators embedded in the distribution network that they dispatch.
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system will be completely transformed. By the these trades will be between single buyers.

end of the transition: Generators and consumers in one market

* The regional (or provincial) power company will could eventually be allowed to trade with

operate an open access transmission system with no generators and consumers in other markets.

ownership stake or operational role in generation U Fuel supply markets will be liberalized and no

and distribution. The company will retain own- longer be a function of regional or provincial power

ership and operational responsibilities for the companies.

transmission system, the system operator, and As the market transition proceeds, regional

the market operator within the competitive and provincial power companies-with their

market area. As responsibilities shift to elec- restructured functions restricted to transmission

tricity traders and retailers, the power compa- and system and market operator functions-may

ny's planning role will shift from bearing no longer need to be companies in the legal

responsibility for comprehensive system plan- sense. It is possible that regional and provincial

ning to providing information that independ- power entities will be made a branch of the

ent market participants can use to make National Transmission Company (see chapter 4).

investment decisions (indicative planning).

* Ownership of generation will befurther diversified, Evolution of essential functions
and all ownership linkages between generation and A competitive power market will require modi-

transmission will be severed. Joint ownership of fying functions and creating new entities to per-

generation and distribution will be limited. form them.

No single entity will be allowed to own or

operate more than a quarter of the installed Purchasing agent
capacity within the competitive market area In the single buyer structure, one purchasing

in a region or province. All generators will agent-the regional or provincial power

have open access to the transmission and dis- company-has the exclusive right to purchase

tribution network, and pricing will be fair and power, with the associated responsibility of

transparent. ensuring adequate capacity to meet demand

* Generators will be required to bid into the manda- (although this function is not separately identi-

tory energy pool. Generators will sell their fied; see figure 2.1). In competitive markets, pur-

power through a combination of spot market chasing agents (or traders) aggregate consumer

sales and financial contracts (contracts for dif- demand and arrange contract and spot purchases

ferences).Wholesale and retail consumers will to meet that demand. As the market transition

be able to negotiate financial contracts to begins, the purchasing agent function should be

manage price and demand risk with compet- assigned to a separate unit within the restruc-

ing generators. tured regional or provincial power entity. This

* Distributors will be set up as separate companies. In unit will initially be responsible for negotiating

addition, as the transition to retail competition contracts for differences with generators and

is made, the distribution network function ensuring adequate installed capacity to meet

will be separated from the consumer retail energy demand.

supply function. New operators could be As the transition to wholesale competition
expected to emerge to supply the retail begins, the purchasing agent's responsibilities will

market. decline as distributors and consumers begin

* System and market operatorfunctions will be estab- negotiating their own contracts. The purchasing

lished. The dispatch function will be trans- agent's role in ensuring adequate installed gener-

formed and expanded to include the system ation capacity will also decline with increasing

and market operator functions, which are reliance on the market. The transition to whole-

essential in a competitive pool market. sale markets will also require that the initial con-

* An energy broker will be established to facilitate tracts for differences be transferred to distributors

contract and spot power trades between competitive and large consumers, eliminating the need for the

regional and provincial pool markets. Initially, purchasing agent within the power entity.
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System operator and market operator ership linkage with any generators in the market.
All competitive power markets require the func- A combined system operator and transmission

tions of a system operator and a market operator. entity is generically referred to as the Fransco

The system operator performs crucial functions. model. It is also possible to separate the system

Some of these functions-dispatching the system operator from the transmission entity-^eferred

and managing grid constraints, coordinating gen- to as the ISO-Gridco model.The advant.,ges and

erators to balance supply and demand, maintain- disadvantages of the two models are disc .Issed in

ing system stability and reliability, coordinating chapter 4. Given the government's policy of fully

maintenance for generation and transmission- separating generation from transmission, it is rec-

are currently performed by the dispatching ommended that (at least initially) the system

bureaus of regional and provincial power compa- operator and market operator be organi ted as a

nies. These functions will remain unchanged as separate unit within the regional or provincial

competition is introduced, but new responsibili- power company.

ties will be added. The system operator will also

have to ensure that the market-determined dis- Transmission
patch schedule, based on generator bids, is carried Although transmission-related functions of oper-

out as efficiently as possible without disrupting ation, maintenance, ownership, and expansion are

the physical stability of the system. To do so, the not new, they should be recognized as eparate

system operator can require market participants functions early in the restructuring proc -ss. The

to produce or consume energy and provide reac- clear accounting separation of transmissic n func-

tive power or reserves in a way that may diverge tions will facilitate the development of a trans-

from that indicated by the market operator. parent mechanism to determine trans mission
The market operator's function is entirely costs and implement a workable transmiss ion tar-

new, unique to competitive energy pools. The iff scheme. By extension, this will also alow the

market operator is responsible for matching sup- implementation of a credible open access regime.

ply and demand bids, preparing a pre-dispatch Operational responsibility for the trans mission
schedule, calculating financial settlements, moni- network would rest with the system opeTator.

toring the market, and administering market

rules, including rules on market participation and Planning
bidding. The functions of the market operator The planning function, currently handled by

and system operator are described in table 2.1. regional or provincial power companies, consists

The system operator and market operator may of preparing load forecasts, carrying out le ast-cost

remain as part of the transmission entity (that is, expansion plans for generation and transmnission,

the regional or provincial power company after and identifying needs for new transmission

restructuring) as long as that entity has no own- capacity. The entity responsible for rmeeting

Table 2.1
Functions of the system operator and market operator

Function System operator Market operator

Central function Physical: Dispatches power and maintains system Financial: Obtains bids, determ'nes
security under the direction of the market operator. pre-dispatch, directs dispatch, handles
To ensure the security of the system, the system operator financial settlement of the markat
is allowed to direct market participants to produce or
consume more or less energy and to provide services that
may diverge from the market-determined solution

Administrative function Administers security and operating rules (often formalized Administers market rules
in the grid code)

Supply and demand function Matches supply and demand of power in real time, in Matches supply and demand of bids
accordance with market dispatch instructions before power is dispatched
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power demand should also be responsible for The combination of the mandatory energy

planning system expansion to meet that demand. pool with a single buyer is a novel way to intro-

In stage 1 this obligation rests with the purchas- duce competition at the generation level before

ing agent; hence the entire planning function will expanding competition to the wholesale and

continue to be performed by regional or provin- retail levels. The mandatory pool is an appropri-

cial power companies. ate way to introduce competition in an environ-

As wholesale competition is introduced in ment where most large consumers and

stage 2, elements of the planning function, such distributors lack the capacity to engage directly

as preparing load and demand forecasts, will in the market-because they are restricted by

remain with the market operator so that it can law, have limited management skills, or have

perform supply and demand clearing responsibil- almost no skills to manage power purchase risks

ities.These elements will pass separately to distri- in a competitive market. A mandatory energy

bution companies, which will have to strengthen pool is the preferred choice for the initial transi-

their forecasting capacity in order to carry out tion to competitive markets in China; the reasons

these functions. As reform proceeds, centralized are explained in box 2.1. Some features of this

system expansion planning will give way to approach are derived from the transitional market

indicative transmission planning, with increased arrangements used in New South Wales, Aus-

reliance on market pricing to ensure that ade- tralia. The approach is being successfully piloted

quate transmission capacity is available to meet in Zhejiang province.

energy demand. In China the mandatory energy pool with a

single buyer is expected to:

Introducing Competition in Stages * Increase efficiency by achieving economic dispatch of
generating plants. Each generator will bid a

Extensive restructuring and preparation will be price and quantity for a specific period in the

required before and during each stage of the future. A merit-order bid stack-in which

move to competitive markets.An important chal- generators are dispatched on pure merit

lenge will be equipping managers and system order-and dispatch schedule will be pre-

operators with the skills needed in competitive pared to meet expected demand.

markets. This process takes time. The transition * Strengthen incentivesforgenerators to maximize

from one stage to the next should be carefully availability and cut operating costs. While most of

managed by regulatory institutions with a clear the electricity purchased by the single buyer

mandate to introduce and expand competition in will be covered by the initial contracts for

the power sector. differences, a limited amount of additional

energy will be purchased at the market-deter-

Stage 1: the mandatory energy pool mined spot price. Generators will have an
with a single buyer incentive to compete to deliver this addition-
As noted, during stage 1 all the main grid- al quantity, which offers profit opportunities.

connected generators will compete by bidding * Generate a transparent spot market price, providing

into the mandatory pool, and all output will be generators and the single buyer (and later whole-

purchased by the regional or provincial single salers) with public information on price volatility

buyer at the market clearing price, complemented and risk. This information will help market

by contracts for differences. Contracts for differ- participants develop efficient risk manage-

ences are an efficient way for generators and the ment strategies by allowing them to deter-

single buver to hedge their risk against fluctuations mine how much spot market exposure to take

in prices and market demand (see the annex). But on.The spot market price also informs poten-

if the contracts are not adequate to cover rising tial investors about the potential profitability

demand-which is likely-the single buyer would of the market (with a very low spot price indi-

be exposed to price risk. For this reason stage 1 is cating excess capacity, and a higher spot price

considered a transitional stage that allows an the potential for profit). In addition, the spot

orderly transition to multiple buyers (stage 2). market provides regulators with insights into
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Box 2.1

Why the mandatory energy pool is the only option for developing competitive power markets in China

Competitive power markets can be broadly separated into stages of reform. The mandatory pool allows competition

mandatory (or gross) or voluntary (or net) pools. In a in generation to be introduced without waitirg for

mandatory pool, responsibility for system organization is separate distributors.

centralized and all electricity is traded through the pool. * A mandatory pool is based on a centralized dispatch

Through bids and contracts, the system operator obtains all mode, which is similar to current practice. It is prurient to

the information needed for scheduling and for ensuring develop the market within well-understood operating

reliability. Bidding rules require that quantities and prices practices, and phase in changes in line with the

be specified. Generators can offer their output at any price, development of institutional capacity.

but they are required to produce the quantity that the system * Stranded asset costs can be recovered more easily under

operator indicates. Mandatory pools are used in Argentina, a mandatory pool, by applying a uniform levy on all power

Australia, and the United Kingdom. transacted through the central market settlement

In a voluntary pool, trades are made through bilateral process.

contracts, and the pool is used to reconcile minor Choosing a mandatory energy pool does not pievent

imbalances between supply and demand. Generators can regions/provinces from eventually moving to a volintary

either offer a price or declare the quantity of energy they pool. For example, the United Kingdom is contemplating

propose to generate to the system operator. Market changing from a mandatory to a voluntary pool. Sijch a
participants are self-scheduling, with the system operator change would require renegotiating the contracts

simply coordinating the schedules that market participants between generators and consumers. Contract; for

declare. The system operator also deals with transmission differences between buyers and sellers, which are based

constraints and ensures that supply meets demand. Voluntary on a price in the mandatory pool, would need to be

pools are used in California and in Nordic countries. replaced by new physical (or supply) contracts or other

For several reasons, a mandatory energy pool is the only bilateral financial contracts. In addition, a procadure

choice for regional and provincial power market would need to be established in which generators piovide

development in China: the system operator with information on their dispatch

* A voluntary pool is based on generators' access to schedules. And the bidding procedure would need to be

consumers and requires that distributors be separated changed from one in which all available electricity is bid

into independent companies. These conditions take time to one in which only increments and decrements to the

to develop and are expected to occur only in the later planned schedules are bid.

the possible exercise of market power by gen- ators. Thus stage 1 must be viewed as . transi-

erators, allowing remedial measures to be tional stage during which market skills and sup-

taken. (Market power is defined as the ability porting regulatory and supervisory institutions
of generators to raise prices above competitive are developed before wholesale compe-.ition is

levels and maintain those prices for a signifi- allowed. It will be the task of the reguL.tor and

cant period. Methods of addressing market other state institutions to ensure that stage I is

power concerns are discussed in chapter 5). completed as quickly as possible. Regulating the

But these benefits could be limited, and the activities of the single buyer is second best to

single buyer could become exposed to excessive introducing competition; multiple buyt rs must

price risk if competition is not extended to the be allowed to participate in the market as soon as

wholesale level-that is, by allowing distributors possible to create conditions for true

and large consumers to buy directly from gener- competition.
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Preparing for stage I for contracts for differences, pricing mecha-
Several restructuring steps are required to prepare nisms for transmission and ancillary services,
for the stage I market (figure 2.2). Although all principles for transmission access, rules for sys-
parts of the regional and provincial power indus- teln security, and metering standards and
try will be affected by the reforms, generators codes. Given the importance of the market

and power companies will see the greatest rules, all market participants should be
impact. Initial reforms should involve: involved in their preparation, and extensive
* Preparing tnarket raJles. Market rules will govern training should be organized for all industry

agreements and transactions between partici- personnel.The market rules should be harmo-
pants in the mandatory energy pool market. nized and supervised by the national regulator
These rules should cover principles and rules to allow integration of neighboring markets
for systern operations, procedures for bidding, and gradually expand competition.
mechanisms for determnining market energy * Restructurirtg generation. All generators need to
prices, pricing mechanisms for ensuring ade- be separated from regional or provincial
quate generation capacity, contracting rules power companiies (the future transnuission

Figure 2.2
Stage 1: The mandatory energy pool with a single buyer
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Regional Jar pConsumers
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L.... Contracts

Note: Most distributors have small generators embedded in the distribution network that they dispatch.
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entities) and incorporated under the Compa- for differences. If agreement cannot be reached

ny Law, because any link between the two with the independent power prodtcer, the

would likely be perceived as potentially anti- power purchase agreement would need to be

competitive. While the separation process assigned to a market trader, who wculd also

could begin with complete management sep- hold a contract for differences for operitions in

aration from the regional and provincial the new market environment. In essmnce, the

power entities, it is essential that full owner- market trader would be responsible for honor-

ship separation be the ultimate objective. ing the power purchase agreement with the

The restructuring of generation assets must independent power producer, bidding :he gen-

ensure that individual generators are not able erator's output into the pool, and o )taining

to exercise market power (see chapter 5). Ini- compensation based on the contract fi r differ-

tially, where possible, single plant (or station) ences and spot market sales of enerj.,ry. (The

generating companies should be formed. A renegotiation of contracts and the role of the

detailed study will be required in each com- market trader are addressed in chapter -K.) Con-

petitive market area to ensure that none of the tracts based on administrative quotas ar d prices

generation companies to be created have mar- will need to be restructured into suitable bilat-

ket power. To the extent possible, decisions to eral contracts that do not distort compc tition in

merge multiple plants into single companies the market.

should be made only after the market begins U Establishing system and market operator ,unctions.

operations, giving the regulator time to assess As noted, system and market operator func-

the implications of merger decisions that tions are essential for competitive pover mar-

might undermine competition. kets. System operator functions will be an

System stability concerns often lead to extension of existing dispatch functio:us. Mar-

arguments to keep some or all hydroelectric ket operator functions are new and unique to

generators integrated with the entity respon- competitive power markets. System a id mar-

sible for system operations. International ket operator functions could be comb: ned as a

experience has shown that this is not neces- separate unit within the regional or provincial

sary. If there is a preference to maintain a few transmission entity. This unit should be ring-

hydroelectric generators as part of the system fenced to prevent conflicts of interest in the

operations entity, those generators should not dispatch of generation, which althou-.h sepa-

be allowed to participate in the competitive rate may temporarily retain an ownership link

market, as they could seriously distort the with the regional or provincial power compa-

market and handicap its development. ny during part of stage 1. To support these

* Converting power purchase contracts to financial functions, information systems will have to be

contractsfor differences. Contracts for differences developed to manage generator bidding,

are needed to make the transition to flexible scheduling, and market settlement prccesses.

financial arrangements consistent with
mandatory participation in a competitive Preparing for stage 2
energy pool. Contracts for differences enable The stage 1 market, with generator competition,

market operators to determine dispatch based should be only a transitional phase before whole-

on competitive bids while guaranteeing gen- sale competition is implemented in stage 2. To

erators minimum revenue (see box 2.2 and prepare for stage 2, the following steps should be

the annex). taken during stage 1:

Existing power purchase agreements with U Restructure transmission. The transition to stage

privately owned independent power producers 2 requires transparent transmission pricing

could be handled in two ways. First, independ- and guidelines for open access to the network.

ent power producers could be encouraged to Transmission must be set up as a profit center

change the form of the power purchase agree- to prepare for its establishment as a separate
ment to one that allows payment based on the entity in stage 2. Transmission assets must be

pool energy price combined with a contract separated from distribution network assets.
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Box 2.2

Bidding and contracting arrangements in the mandatory energy pool

In the mandatory energy pool, all generation will be subject supply and demand, generators are able to vary their price

to central scheduling and dispatch based on bid prices, and bids to the power company on a daily basis. Quantity bids

all energy will be traded in the market. Participation in the can be altered more than once a day. To prevent

market will be compulsory for all centrally dispatched manipulation of the market by generators at times of

generators. All generators must agree to operate in shortage (or system constraint), market rules could impose a

accordance with the market rules, which require them to pool price cap.

submit price bids to the market operator.

The contract for differences

Generator bidding The contract for differences is a financial instrument

Each generator will be required to submit a bid price and bid negotiated between the buyer and seller of electricity for an

quantity to the market operator before the generator's plant agreed quantity of electricity at a specified price (the

can be considered for dispatch. The market operator will contract price or strike price). The contract for differences

stack all the bids in order of bid price, from lowest to highest market and the physical market are linked only by the

(see figure). To balance supply and demand in real time, the common market clearing price. In the energy pool the

system operator will dispatch plants into the energy pool generator of electricity always receives the clearing price,

based on the market operator's bid stack. The market (or pool) and the purchaser always pays the clearing price. With a

price-also known as the common clearing price-will be financial instrument, if the market clearing price is below

determined by the last generator dispatched to balance the the contract's strike price, the purchaser pays the difference

total demand of the system. As demand fluctuates during the to the generator. If the clearing price is above the strike

day, the common clearing price will change. price, the generator pays the difference to the purchaser

In most markets of this type, the trading period is half an (see figure). This mechanism creates an agreed profile of

hour, and generators need to submit 48 bids a day. (The prices for the contracted quantity of electricity for the

length of the trading period will depend on metering duration of the contract.

capability.) The generation offer is submitted ahead of time,

usually one day in advance. To provide flexibility in equating Box 2.2 continues on page 26

Bid price stack for an energy pool Contract for differences mechanism

Price i$/MWh) Price ($/MWhl

Demand Supply Market price

Payments
Market (pool) price from purchaser

to generator

Contract for
Payments differences
from generator price
to purchaser

GI G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 67

cuantity (MWI Time
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Box 2.2 Bidding and contracting arrangements in the mandatory energy pool continued

In the initial stages of reform, when both generators and revenue from pool prices is supplemented by revenue from

purchasers of electricity must adapt to competition, the vesting contracts for differences. Both sources of revenues

"vesting" form of the contract for differences is a useful fluctuate with the pool price, but total revenue reinains

instrument for hedging price volatility for both parties. The relatively stable:

vesting contract for differences enables system operators to

determine dispatch based on competitive bids while total revenue = (energy produced x pool price) +

guaranteeing generators a certain level of revenue (see the (contract quantity x differential price)

annex for a detailed description of how contracts for

differences work). The generator receives the specified or

stream of revenue when the plant is available to meet

contract obligations, although the generator may not total revenue = (VeIPO) + Ol: (Pc-

actually be required to generate if energy can be obtained

from a cheaper source within the pool. If the generator is not The initial revenue coverage to be provided to gene!rators

able to meet its obligations when required, there may be through the vesting contract for differences is an intensely
penalties. debated issue-one that is best resolved during Friarket

In each trading period, each generator receives payments implementation. Because generators are faced vi ith a

based on two components: energy produced and delivered to completely new market and operating arrangement with no

the pool and revenue provided by the contract for record of credibility and fairness, some experts believe that

differences. The first component is determined by the actual the single buyer may initially have to provide contract for

dispatch volume and the common pool clearing price for differences coverage for 100 percent of the generator's

each trading period. This may be represented as VePp where historical revenue requirements. Generators participating in

is the actual energy produced and Pp is the pool price at the Zhejiang market have thus far been satisfied wAith a

which the market clears. The second component is the contract for differences that covers 85 percent of their

difference between the contract price (P,) and the pool price historical revenue requirements-mainly because grcwing

(Pa) times the contract quantity (ac)-that is, 1(PA - Pp). demand has allowed them to obtain revenues close to aind in

As generators compete for dispatch in the pool, the some cases in excess of their past revenues.

Cost accounting of transmission and distribu- area-while balancing tradeoffs between
tion must be separated as well. economies of scale, ease of regulation, and

* Restructure distribution. During stage 1 all incentives for competition. Larger dist: ibutors
distributors should be formed into profit cen- are better able than smaller distribi: tors to
ters or independent corporations. Most realize economies of scale. At the san e time,
provinces have 6-15 prefectural or municipal there must be enough distribution firms to
distribution bureaus and many more county create the necessary competitive e iviron-
power supply bureaus. In addition, there are ment, and to develop efficient yardstick com-
hundreds of small retailers at the village, coop- petition. Too many firms, however, can make
erative, and township levels. The challenge is the market harder to manage.
determining the economically efficient com- Countries vary widely in terms of .he size
position of these distribution companies- and number of distributors. Norvay, a coun-
normally measured in terms of the number of try of 4 million people, has 230 distributors.
consumers, volume of electricity sold each England andWales have 12 distributors; Chile
year, and geographic scope of the franchise has 36. In South America and some European
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countries, distributors typically serve 2-3 mil- The single buyer with two-part generation

lion customers. In India each state (roughly purchase contracts will achieve economic dis-

comparable to a Chinese province) is consid- patch but will not achieve the full benefits of

ered able to support only three or four distri- generator competition, because the incentives for

bution firms. generator efficiency and cost minimization are

China will have to develop its own size not as strong as in a competitive pool. Good con-

guidelines. Those guidelines should ensure tracts can help pressure generators to be more

that there is adequate horizontal unbundling efficient, but it is not easy to develop good con-

to facilitate regulatory comparisons and that tracts because generators almost always have bet-

distribution entities are large enough to be ter information than purchasers and have every

financially profitable to owners and investors. incentive to push for easily achievable targets.

* Develop staff skills. Distribution company staff Tvo-part contracts also impose a large adminis-

must develop the skills needed to negotiate trative burden on the single buyer, which must

contracts for differences directly with genera- obtain, audit, and verify declared cost compo-
tors and efficiently manage their purchase risk. nents by each generator. Because capacity and

To that end, a capacity-building and training energy costs are based on individual unit charac-

initiative should be launched during stage 1. teristics, generators have every incentive to

inflate cost figures.

Strategies for regions that cannot However, a single buyer structure with two-

immediately implement a mandatory energy part contracts may be justified for provincial

pool power systems that are weakly interconnected to

Regions (or provinces) that are, for exceptional (or isolated from) neighboring provinces and have

reasons, not ready to move to competitive mar- a small number of generators or that are dominat-

kets should be required to develop generation ed by two or three large generators. In these cases

purchase contracts in parallel with the separation the possibilities for creating price-based pools will

of generation from transmission and distribution. be severely limited by market size and potential

As a first step these contracts could be based on a for generator market power, and the transition to

two-part tariff structure. price-based competition may not be feasible for

Two-part contracts are normally structured several years. Longer transitions with a single

with separate variable and fixed charge compo- buyer and two-part contracts may be needed in

nents. Together these components ensure that provinces that lack the information on generator

generators receive sufficient revenue to meet operating costs and efficient operating profiles

their financial needs. The regional or provincial needed to develop credible contracts for differ-

system operator would use a merit order dispatch ences, or in provinces where generation cannot

process, based on verifiable variable costs. Most of be immediately and fully separated from the

this cost would reflect fuel purchase costs. (For provincial power company. But it is crucial that

thermal plants it xvould include verifiable station these two-part contracts not be rigid life-of-plant

heat rates:; for hydroelectric plants it would contracts. Rather, they should contain clauses that

include water use costs.) Variable operation and allow them to be converted to contracts for dif-

maintenance costs would also be included in the ferences once the conditions for establishing a
energy payment. Capacity payments would be competitive pool have been met.

based on predetermined daily generation curves,

giving generators financial incentives to be avail- Stage 2: wholesale competition

able at peak periods. When generators meet the During stage 2, competition will be expanded

target capacity (as defined in the contract), all through the development of a wholesale market

fixed charges would be covered. For operation open to distributors, independent retailers, and

above the target capacity, the generator would eligible large industrial consumers (figure 2.3).

receive a bonus payment. For operation below The common spot market clearing price, avail-

the target capacity, the generator would be able only to generators in stage 1, will be made

charged a penalty. available to all wholesale and eligible large con-
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sumers, giving them a price signal to guide con- market trading in electricity contracts would
tracting for retail supply. As more buyers partici- increase production efficiency and allow risks to
pate in the wholesale market, competition will be managed at the lowest possible cost, nraximiz-

increase. Buyers will have a choice of generators ing the benefits of competition to consumers.

when setting up contracts for differences, and The increase in competition could b- partly

generators will have a choice of buyers. controlled by gradually reducing the rever ue cov-

To allow generators and distributors to man- erage provided through the initial contTacts for
age their risks most efficiently and reduce the cost differences. As the coverage falls, wholesali buyers
of this risk management, they should be allowed will seek to negotiate additional contracts with
to trade contracts for differences in secondary generators to manage future pool price risk, and
markets. Such trading would be equivalent to generators will aim to assure a stable market for

futures trading in electricity, allowing generators their output and sign such contracts with cistribu-
and distributors to transfer their contractual obli- tors. Competition would arise from their ndivid-
gations to other generators and distributors if ual forecasts of demand and price in the energy

there is mutual benefit to doing so. Secondary pool and the desire of each participant to protect

Figure 2.3
Stage 2: Wholesale competition

Generators

-. ' -t 'A jl MEgl . , I E I

........... j : w

-Energy flows

.Contracts

Note: Most distributors have small generators embedded in the distribution network that they dispatch.
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its short- and long-term financial position. It is for * Establish retail and network licenses. These licens-

this reason that during stage 1, distributors should es would carry specific conditions to guide the

focus on developing skills in forecasting prices and performance of the distributor when selling to
system demand, as well as risk management. consumers. The licenses would be enforceable

To increase the confidence of participants and under the Electricity Law.

future investors in the stability and performance To prepare for stage 3, retail competition, the

of the market, several additional steps need to be work of separating retail and network functions

taken as part of the transition to stage 2: should be initiated. This separation will be facili-

* Separate distribution from regional or provincial tated by the management information systems

power companies. The distribution profit centers implemented during stage 1.

and their subsidiaries should be separated and

formed as companies. Each distribution com- Stage 3: retail competition
pany will retain responsibility for the distribu- During stage 3 a retail market will be established

tion network and for the supply of energy to (figure 2.4).This stage requires the functional and

end users. Incorporated power supply bureaus corporate separation of retail supply from opera-

will retain end users included in their fran- tion of the distribution network. Most end users

chise territory-with the exception of eligi- will purchase power through retailers. Some large

ble large consumers, who will be allowed to industrial users will continue to buy directly on
contract and purchase their supply directly in the wholesale market. The retail market will

the market. allow most users to choose the retailer from
* Establish transmission assets as an independent which they purchase energy. Retailers will also

entity, with no links to generation or distribution be encouraged to offer demand management

companies. Regional or provincial transmis- products that provide incentives for consumers to

sion entities, which are likely to be sub- use energy efficiently.

sidiaries of the National Transmission This stage will involve major upgrading of

Corporation (see chapter 4), should be regu- information systems, including metering technol-

lated to allow third-party access to the trans- ogy, customer registration and transfer systems,

mission network. customer information databases, and computer-

* Implement transparent transmission pricing. A ized billing systems. The regulator (or govern-

transmission pricing scheme is needed that ment) needs to develop retail competition policies
allocates transmission costs fairly among users for customer protection, retailer marketing behav-

and provides incentives for efficient system ior, dispute resolution, and orderly recovery of

use (see chapter 5). establishment costs. Retailers need to develop
* Assign the obligations under the original contracts strong commercial skills as they assume the full

for differences between generators and the single market risk involved in a competitive market.

buyer to distribution companies and large con- The following steps must be taken as part of

sumers. T'his assignment should be done fairly, the transition to stage 3:

based on the demand profile of the distribu- * Each distribution company must be restructured into

tion company. Provisions will have to be built a separate network operator and retailer Each dis-
into the original contracts for differences to tribution network operator will continue to
make this assignment possible. manage the territory previously assigned to

* Develop regulatory capacity to supervise market the distribution company. Retailers will be

participants in accordance with market rules. The allowed to operate across territories. Distribu-

regulator will approve changes to the market tion network operators will be regulated, and

rules and help resolve disputes between retailers will be allowed to compete for end

wholesalers. users based on price and services. More inde-

* Establish legislation to enable secondary trading of pendent retailers could be expected to enter

contracts for differences in electricity markets that is the market at this stage.

consistent with regulations governing thefinancial * Distribution network access tariffs must be devel-

futures market. oped and implemented.
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Figure 2.4
Stage 3: Retail competition

Generators

Electricity retailers

Consumers Eligible consumers

-Energy flows

....Contracts

Mote: Most distributors have small generators embedded in the distribation network that they dispatch.

*The regulator must define a schedule of release that with suppliers and require regulatory ;upport
shows how franchised consumers will be phased into and protection from unfair retail pract ces.
the retail market. Typically, the largest con- U Consumner meters should he installed th it allow
sumers are allowed to choose their retailer interval-specific consumiption ro be recorded Instal-
first, followed by consumers wvith lower con- lation of these meters should be coordAinated
sumption. In addition to achieving a smooth xvith the phased schedule for consumer release
transition to full retail competition, this into the retail market.
approach gives small consumers (such as U The tranisition to retail competition requires changes
households) time to learn ahout and evaluate in regulations and the licensing of network operators
their retail supply choices. Small consumers and electricity retailers. License requirements and
are least capable of initially negotiating rates regulatory supervision should set appropriate
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guidelines for service levels, financial viability, that the capacity will be available when it is

and accountability; require periodic review needed (as happened in Chile).

and adjustment of tariffs for end users to pro- * Inistalled capacity requirement. A more market-

tect small customers; and ensure that the net- based way to ensure adequate capacity is to

work operator's license has provisions for a require all wholesale buyers to contract for

"retailer of last resort" if retailers are unable to enough installed capacity to cover their

meet their obligations. expected consumption plus a reserve margin.

Installed capacity requirements are common
Ensuring Adequate Generation in U.S. markets, which have developed from
Capacity vertically integrated monopolies. An installed

capacity requirement, however, requires the

When adopting competitive power markets, it is system operator to make many detailed judg-

extremely important to define a capacity pricing ments-such as on projected peak demands,

mechanism that ensures adequate investment in availability and maintenance of thermal gen-

generation capacity without stimulating excess erating units, water availability for hydro units,

capacity Experiences in Australia, Latin America, and so on-that directly affect the profitabili-

New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the ty of individual wholesalers and generating

United States show that investors will add new units. This level of system operator discretion

capacity without long-term (life-of-plant) con- is inconsistent with a competitive market.

tracts if there is a reliable spot market and they Shortening the period for which a capacity

have access to wholesale consumers. But if spot payment is made or an installed capacity

market prices do not reflect the balance betvween requirement is determined and enforced (say

generation capacity and demand, there can be from a year to a month) eases but does not

too much, too little, or inefficient investment in eliminate the problem of system operator dis-

capacity. cretion and discrimination.

Several options can be considered to address U Al Iourly capacity-related charge. International

this issue, three of which are outlined below.' A trends in capacity pricing are moving toward

feasible option for competitive power markets in hourly price supplements to the spot energy

China is an hourly capacity-related charge based price determined in the pool. Conceptually, if

on the operating reserve in the system, added to generators are paid an unconstrained market

the market clearing energy price. This charge clearing price for the energy they produce,

would be higher when there are lower reserves in hourly energy prices will result in payments to

the system and lower when reserves are higher. capacity, as well as ensure that installed capacity

* An annual capacity paynment. An annual capacity is available when it is needed-when hourly

payment (in yuan per megawatt per year) prices are high. The problem with this

could be made for all capacity that meets approach is that most energy pricing rules do

some criteria of availability, and recovered not adequately reflect the value of energy dur-

from consumers through the bulk supply tar- ing critical periods, such as immediately after

iff. Where this has been done-for example, the failure of a generating unit or transmission

initially in Argentina-it has usually resulted line. This is largely because the system operator
in too much capacity because system opera- acts outside the energy market to pay some

tors and regulators have set the capacity price generators for providing operating reserves and

too high to ensure capacity, and the market load following services.These actions tend to

responded by supplying more capacity more depress energy prices when operating reserves

cheaply than expected. Such a system also are actually used, which is precisely when ener-

requires the system operator to decide what gy is most valuable. As a result reserve genera-

kind of capacity qualifies for how much tors do not get the revenues that would in

capacity payment-a particularly difficult theory compensate their investment costs.An
problem when thermal and hydro capacity energy pricing rule that does not include the

must be compared-and does not guarantee costs associated with using operating reserves
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will understate the true incremental cost of

Box 2.3 meeting demand when reserves are used.

A method for determining a short-term capacity-related These considerations suggest a way to
charge improve simple energy pricing rules that

Detailed analysis is needed to define the hourly capacity-related charge to ignore the difficult to quantify costs asociated
with drawing down operating rescrves. If

be added to an energy pool price. The goal is to increase the energy pool operating reserves are at or above a nominal

price when the unused operating reserve is less than the target defined by target level (say, 15-20 percent), the energy

system security standards. The following pricing method is recommended: prices implied by pool-determined sp )t ener-

* Market rules must specify a maximum market clearing price, pmax. gy prices will be about right. As operating

that corresponds to the estimated value of lost load. The maximum reserves fall below the target level, thQ system

market clearing price will determine the energy price if it is operator takes increasingly costly me:sures-
such as reducing voltage and overloading

necessary to shed load because of inadequate generation capacity. transmission facilities-the costs of wflich are

(Some U.S. systems use $999 a megawatt-hour; in Bolivia the limit not reflected in the energy price.Thui a sup-

is $500 a megawatt-hour.) plementary hourly charge related to reserve

* System security standards define a target level of operating levels can be added to the energy po I price

reserves, RTarget (in megawatts), for each hour. (box 2.3). When operating reserres are

* The energy pricing formula in the market rules (see box 2.2) will reduced to the level at which load is almost

determine a market clearing price, Pp based on generator bids (and lost, the energy price should equal the
..eermnemaretleaingprice. Pp,asedondeemed value of lost load. The aml!unt by

dispatchable loads) during that hour. which the cost of meeting incremen:al load

* In any hour when the actual level of operating reserves, RActual is exceeds the simple pool-determined energy

less than RTarget, the energy price will be set equal to (for example): price depends on the level of 01 erating
reserves, and some estimate of this ad litional

(XN x + (1 - XN)PmaX cost should be added to the energy pod d price.
n"x, The pool in England and Wales ha, such a

charge, although it is determined a day in
wvhere X = (RActualBRTargt) and N (greater than or equal to 1) is a advance. But there are plans to modiff. this to
parameter to be determined. reflect hourly capacity values. Argent na and

With this formula, when RActual = RT,8 g,t (X = 1), the hourly price is Brazil use an explicit hourly capacity charge

the standard price resulting from generator bids. When RActUIal = 0 (X= added to the hourly energy price as th oper-

0), the hourly price is Pmax. When RAcIuaI is some fraction of Ra,rget, the ating reserve falls.A similar pricing mechanism

price increases above P toward PmaX quite rapidly, depending on the is being implemented in Ontario, Can. da.

value of N. For example, with N = 2 the price will increase one-quarter

of the way to PFa when HA,,.., is one-half of R,Hget

The parameters Pmax and N and the appropriate form of the function Note

have to be chosen based on system modeling. A system model can be l.This section is derived from the Manrh 2000

used to ensure that the capacity-related charge generates enough final consulting report for the Thailand Power

revenue to justify an investment in peaking capacity (such as a diesel- Pool and Electricity Supply Industry lReform

fired gas turbine) when the system reserve margin is at an reasonable Study, Phase 1, prepared for the National Energy
Policy Office (NEPO) by Arthur An lersen;

level (perhaps 15-20 percent). When the reserve margin is greater than National Economic Research Associates (N ERA);

this amount, energy prices fall, particularly during peak periods. When Barker, Dunn and Rossi (BDR); C; meron

the reserve margin is less than this amount, energy prices rise, McKenna; and Presko Shandwick. Report is avail-

particularly during peak periods. The result will be strong price able on http://www.nepo.go.th.

incentives to maintain system reserve margins near the specified target.
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Chapter 3

Developing Bilateral Trade
between Competitive Pool Markets

In the early years of competitive market imple- support both long-term contract trading and

mentation in China, technical and organization- spot energy transactions between the purchasing

al factors will limit most competitive pool agents in adjoining competitive market areas.

markets to areas made up of several provinces. The trading scheme will have to be implement-

Active power trading between these competitive ed and managed by an institution covering sev-

market areas will deliver large economic benefits eral competitive market areas. As competitive

by improving the efficiency of resource alloca- pool markets move to wholesale competition,

tion at the national level. In addition, active distributors, traders and eligible consumers will

power trading can help integrate separate com- be allowed to purchase directly from generators

petitive pools. in other pools-progressively merging the ini-

Limited power trade occurs between region- tially separate competitive pool markets into a

al and provincial networks in China. An effi- wider pool.

cient bilateral trading scheme, based on market

principles, is recommended to increase trade Establishing a Basis for Bilateral
between competitive pool markets. Bilateral Trade
power trading allows participants to directly

negotiate power exchange quantities, duration, Two steps should be taken to initiate the devel-

and prices--significantly reducing their invest- opment of bilateral trading between competitive

ment and operating costs. There are three main markets. First, an institution should be established

sources of savings. First, from developing the to develop and implement the trading scheme,

cheapest generation resources on a regional or and to coordinate bilateral transactions between

national basis rather than on a provincial basis. several competitive market areas.This could be an

Second, from increased economies of scale by existing institution at the regional or national
constructing larger facilities to serve wider level, or a new institution could be created. Sec-

areas. Third, from sharing operating reserves to ond, government agencies should stop setting

ensure service reliability, reducing the need for mandatory quotas for interprovincial and inter-

each region or province to independently build regional power transfers.

reserve capacity.

This chapter recommends a strategy for The coordinating institution

developing bilateral power trade between com- The designated institution would be responsible

petitive pool markets. This strategy could be for coordinating trade between the participants

implemented in parallel with the introduction of in the bilateral trading scheme. The main func-

competitive pools. The proposed scheme will tions of this institution would be to:
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* Collect and share information on the prices at Designing the Bilateral Power
which participants are willing to exchange Trading Scheme
power.

U Facilitate technically feasible power exchanges, Bilateral power trading will initially be :etween

ensuring stability of the power system. single buyers in adjoining regional and p -ovincial

* Settle accounts and financial transfers between competitive power markets. Some of these com-

participants based on actual trading. petitive market areas may already be c aerating

* Coordinate transmission expansion plans and with a mandatory energy pool market, while

investments between competitive power mar- others may be in the early stages of the te ansition

ket areas. to the competitive pool and have chan,;ed very

This institution will likely be affiliated with little. The bilateral power trading schem" should

the recommended National Transmission Cor- accommodate such differences in pace -Id stage

poration (see chapter 4), because expanding of market reform between competitive market

transmission interconnections between com- areas. To ensure that flexibility, the trading

petitive pool markets will be an important scheme should be voluntary, allowing partici-

function. As the interconnections between pants to choose the type and timing of transac-

competitive pool markets areas are expanded, tions. Participants in the bilateral trading scheme

integration of these markets will become feasi- should be given price and quantity information

ble. To achieve the necessary independence on power import and export opportu:iities, as

from market participants and impartially facili- well as clear financial incentives to trade. lut they

tate the bilateral transactions, this institution should not be forced to trade.

must have no ownership linkage to market par- A voluntary trading scheme is recon: -iended

ticipants. for three reasons:

But while this institution should take the lead * It can accommodate trading between ompet-

in developing and implenmenting trading rules itive markets at different stages of development

and protocols, it should involve market partici- -those with fully functioning naD-datory
pants in the process. The increase in bilateral pools, those that have made the tran-ition to
trade will depend on the extent to which partic- wholesale competition, and those that iave yet
ipants are convinced that the trading scheme to implement competitive pools.
serves their best interests. * It allows time for market participan-s to see

evidence of mutual financial benefits from
Power quotas-a barrier to trade trading and gradually increase their trading
Government agencies should stop setting volumes. International experience indicates
mandatory quotas for interregional and inter- that this takes time to achieve.
provincial power transfers. These quotas typi- * It is a practical way to introduce con petitive
cally require regional and provincial power market principles for trade between market
companies and certain generators to provide areas that cannot be immediately integrated

defined amounts of energy to other regions or into a single competitive pool marke:. Once
provinces at specified prices. These mandated active trading begins, the need for trsnsmis-
transfers distort prices for bulk power and sion expansion becomes more appare-nt, lead-
dilute incentives for trade. Some regions have ing to network development that fa :ilitates
already taken steps to phase out such transfers. market integration.
In the East China power network, for example, In general, there will be three types of .ransac-
administrative quotas are being replaced with tions: long-term capacity or energy (for one or
bilaterally negotiated transactions. A govern- more years), short-term seasonal capacity or
ment directive should be considered to gradu- energy (for one day to many months), anc hourly
ally eliminate these quotas in all regions where (or shorter) spot energy. The trading ;cheme
they exist. As bilateral trading increases, it may should allow participants to freely negoti,te con-
also be possible to consider making these quo- tracts for the sale and purchase of long-term and
tas tradable in a secondary market. short-term capacity and energy. This may be
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referred to as the bilateral contract market. For

spot energy transactions (hour-ahead trades), the Figure 3.1
Indicative distribution of long-term,institution that develops and facilitates power short-term;dadtspottenergf transaction

trading should operate a price-based energy bro-
ker mechanism. 50 Percentage of all energy

Participants in regional and provincial com-

petitive pool markets will determine the quanti- 40

ties of energy to be traded on a long-term,

short-term, or spot basis depending on their 30

assessments of future demand and expected price 20
movements, and on their willingness or ability to

bear price risk. International experience indi- 1i
cates that spot market trades will likely represent 

a small portion of the power traded between par- Long-term Seasonal Monthly Weekly Daily Hourly
ticipants. Most energy will be purchased and sold transactions I I spot

Short-term transactions transactions
on a long-term or short-term basis (figure 3.1).

The bilateral contract market A set of rules should clarify and limit the respon-

In the bilateral contract market the two parties sibilities of the system operator.

directly negotiate power exchange quantities, At times, transmission congestion and the

durations, prices, and degrees of firmness. (Firm- sudden loss of generation or transmission lines

ness refers to the priority that the two parties may require the reduction or cessation of bilater-

give to a transaction, and is normally related to ally contracted energy exchanges. In these

the cost they would have to bear if the exchange instances the system operator must rank energy

does not occur.) Long-term and short-term con- transactions in order of importance and direct

tract trades enable participants to agree on com- each market participant to reduce or cancel its

mercial conditions among themselves, giving transaction volume as needed. In general, non-

them the desired commercial and operational firm transactions would be reduced before firm

flexibilitv. Such bilateral transactions are already transactions, and shorter-term transactions with-

occurring in the East China power network, the in each class of transaction would be curtailed

North China power network, and between net- before longer-term transactions.

works in souithern China.

To facilitate the bilateral contract market, the Price-based energy broker for spot
system operator (in the designated market devel- energy transactions
opment institution) should estabhsh an electronic Several spot market options were evaluated

forum-such as a bulletin board-on which mar- before a price-based energy broker mechanism

ket participants that wish to buy and sell capacity was chosen as being the best suited for the first

or energy can post their requirements and prod- stage of developing market-based trades between

ucts. Such a forum would enable the efficient separate competitive market areas. A cost-based
exchange of information between participants. market was considered unsuitable for spot trading

Although it is not vital for the system operator between competitive market areas for two main

to participate in these bilateral transactions, the reasons. First, competitive pool markets in China

system operator needs to ensure that transactions are geared toward price-based competition rather

can occur without jeopardizing the security and than cost-based optimization. Hence it would be

reliability ofthe system.The system operator's role inconsistent to develop a cost-based market for

should be limited, hoxvever, to avoid unwarranted trade between competitive pools. Second, a cost-

interference. In general, the system operator does based market would require detailed accounting

not need to be concerned with contract prices, rules to calculate incremental and decremental

but only with quantities and schedules to ensure costs, as well as regular auditing. Monitoring and

that they are possible on the transmission system. auditing can be very data intensive and difficult
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to implement, and would likely infringe on areas competitive market areas, not just sp )t trans-

best left to market mechanisms. actions, to generate adequate revenues to

Given these constraints, it is recommended expand the transmission system.)

that spot transactions be encouraged on the basis U Price-based spot trading with an energy broker is a

of prices (independent of actual costs) set by simple mechanism with easy to underst ind rules

market participants. An energy brokerage system and good transparency. This approach has been

will need to be established to facilitate the trad- used in Norway and has been used extensive-

ing.The designated market development institu- ly in the United States.

tion will operate as an intermediary, matching * A full range of transaction choices and .econdary
quotations from potential sellers with potential market transactions are possible. A se-ondary

buyers every hour. In essence the energy broker market allows participants to trade previously

will manage spot purchases and sales that take contracted energy purchase or sale obliga-

place after long-term and short-term contract tions. Thus secondary markets are an efficient

transactions have been completed, with this spot way for market participants to mans.ge risk.

energy being provided by units already on line Say a primary contract trade took place in

on an "if, as, and when available" basis (box 3.1). which market A sold long-term capacity and

energy to market B. In a given month, market

Advantages of the proposed bilateral B may find that it has excess capacity and

contract and spot trading scheme energy that it wants to sell to marl et C. If

Using a price-based energy broker to manage spot market C, in turn, wants to sell energ" during

transactions and leaving longer-term transactions certain hours of the month, it could ;ell it to

to bilateral contracts offers several advantages: market A through the price-based ene rgy bro-

• Trading can occur between competitive market areas ker (figure 3.2). This example illustrates the

at different stages of development. Even if only a trading scheme's ability to accommocate sec-

few markets have adopted a competitive gen- ondary market transactions of all dirations

eration market and others have yet to make (long-term, short-term, and hourly spot).

the transition, the proposed scheme will allow

power trade between them. Ensuring incentives for trade
* It can be designed to encourage the expansion of the In the early stages of reform, when regional and

transmission interconnection between markets. provincial competitive pool markets have not

Such expansion is crucial for increasing the made the transition to wholesale comrnetition

quantity of power traded. (It would be impor- and single buyers remain (that is, stage . of the

tant for the transmission entity to obtain rev- transition to competitive markets), strong finan-

enues from all power traded between cial incentives and regulatory supervisior will be

required to encourage trade.Although tle single

buyers in competitive poohs could be exp. cted to
Figure 3.2 engage in power import transactions that cut
Secondary market for bilateral contracts their purchase price, or power export transactions

that increase their sales revenue, the incentive to

trade will depend on the ultimate financial bene-

fit. If a single buyer is not allowed to re-ain any

Long-term Monthly benefit of the lower purchase price or higher
capacity firm capacity sales revenue, and must pass it to consu niers or

and energy and energy
(primary sale) (secondary sale) generators, the incentives to seek trade opportu-

nities will be weak. Thus it will be important to

provide single buyers with financial incertives to

trade power with other markets. This also sug-
Hourly gests that at the provincial level it wil be impor-

interruptible energy
(secondary sale) tant to move quickly from the single buyer

market to wholesale competition.
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Creating the Power Trading petitive market level, manage constraints on
Scheme the grid, obtain ancillary services for trans-

mission, and coordinate maintenance pro-

Bilateral power trading between competitive grams for generation and transmission across

power markets should pave the way for the inte- competitive markets.

gration of these markets. Implementation of this U Market operator functions-enforcing market

scheme could occur in conjunction with the cre- rules and ensuring that bilateral trading rules
ation of cornpetitive pools at the regional level. promote competition, administering the bilat-

As noted, a key part of developing the bilateral eral contract market, operating the hourly

trading scheme will be to establish an institution spot market, establishing and monitoring

covering several competitive market areas. This metering and energy settlement systems, col-

institution will include the transmission function lecting transmission charges from market par-

between these market areas, as well as the system ticipants for use of the network, and dealing

and market operator functions. The institution with disputes through the process laid down

will be responsible for: in the market rules.

* Transmission functions-maintaining and ex- This institution could be an affiliate of the

panding the transmission network between proposed National Transmission Corporation. In

competitive market areas. The cost of trans- the asset restructuring that may be required to

mission will be recovered from transmission establish such an institution, it would be impor-

charges levied on market participants. tant to avoid conflicts of interest in its operations.

* System operator functions-operating the Thus the institution should not own or operate

interconnected transmission network in any generation assets. If this institution is formed

accordance with market rules. Principal from existing regional power groups, some of

responsibilities will be to maintain system whom own generation, it would be essential to

security and run emergency procedures establish these generators as completely inde-

when the system is at risk, balance supply pendent, separately owned firms.

and demand in coordination with regional Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the structure of the

and provincial system operators at the com- power system before and after the establishment

Figure 3.3

Existing power exchange arrangement

Regional/provincial Regional network Regional/provincial
power system (Regional Power Groupl power system

I [

Gensumers Generat7s

Adm inistram'"- irrisratiY
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Figure 3.4
Bilateral power trading between competitive markets

rs~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' r

3Eme Con~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~es-

of the bilateral trading scheme. Figure 3.3 shows group or similar entity. Figure 3.4 Shows the
existing poxver exchange arrangements between structure that would be in place when c )rnpeti-
regional and provincial systems. Currently most tive pool markets are formed at the rep onal or
trade is based on administrative transfers, with provincial level and the proposed bilater;:l powAer
quantities and prices defined by a regional power trading scheme is implemented.
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Box 3.1
Operating the price-based energy broker

Motivation for a spot energy transaction megawatts, market A reduces its costs by $6 a megawatt-

The example below demonstrates the underlying motivations hour. Increasing its output by the same 50 megawatts raises

for conducting a spot energy transaction between two market B's cost by $20 a megawatt-hour. Because market B's

regional or provincial market areas. It emphasizes the incremental costs exceed market A's decremental costs, it

importance of incremental cost-the price bid by the market would not make economic sense for market A to reduce its

participant to increase generation-rather than average cost generation and purchase output from market B. Rather, it

in the decisionmaking process. would make sense for market A to increase its generation

Suppose that market area A forecasts demand of 150 and for market B to reduce its output. Market A's incremental

megawatts for the next hour and market area B forecasts cost of generation is $10 a megawatt-hour, and market B's

demand of 350 megawatts. The average cost of production decremental cost is $16 a megawatt-hour. Market B would

for market A is $2,500 an hour divided by 150 megawatts, or thus save $6 a megawatt-hour by cutting back its production

$16.67 a megawatt-hour. Market B's average cost of output is and purchasing power from market A.

$5,000 an hour divided by 350 megawatts, or $14.28 a In this bilateral brokerage transaction, the seller and

megawatt-hour. buyer of electricity split the difference in price, sharing the

The dispatcher in each market focuses on the savings. Under the split savings method in this example, the

incremental and decremental costs, however, not the

average cost (see figure). By reducing its generation by 50 Box 3.1 continues on page 40

Example of a bilateral brokerage transaction

Market A Market B
Quantity demanded = 150MW >1 Quantity demanded = 350MW

50MW at $13 per MWh

Input/output curve market A Input/output curve market B

S/hr S/hr

.6,000

5,000

4,000 / 4W004.000~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,0
30w 3,000 -

2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~2.0002,0W0_1 . 1 2,000

1,000 1,000

100 200 300 400 100 200 300 400

Quantity (MW) Quantity IMW)

Incremental cost to increase generation 50MW Incremental cost to increase generation 5OMW

($3,000 - S2.500)/hour =51/MW,000 - 500)our=
= $10/MWh =S,0-5,0)hu =20/MWh

50MW 50MW

Decremental cost to decrease generation 5OMW Decremental cost to decrease generation (50MW)

(52,500 - S2,200)/hour 5/Wh ($5,000 - $4,200)/hour =S51/MWh

50MW 5OMW
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Box 3 1 Operating the price-based energy broker continued

price paid by the buyer is halfway between the incremental with the next-lowest sell quote. The process cortinues

and decremental costs. Market B pays market A $13 a until there are no more quotes to be matched or until the

megawatt-hour, providing market A with $3 a megawatt-hour sell quotes are higher than the buy quotes, precluding

above its actual costs and saving market B S3 a megawatt- further transactions. This procedure is known as the

hour. high-low method of matching.

In this example Jiangsu, which wants to sell 100

Implementing spot energy transactions megawatt-hours at 20 yuan a megawaft-hour, would be

The functions of the energy broker are described below. matched with Zhejiang, which wants to buy 50 megawatt-

Rather than contact every market participant, the dispatcher hours at a maximum price of 70 yuan a megawatt-holir (box

in each market contacts the broker for a full listing of table 3). Since Zhejiang buys only 50 megawatt-hous, the

incremental and decremental quantities and quotations. transaction leaves Jiangsu with 50 megawatt-hours to sell.

This listing-or matching of quotations, in some systems- It then moves to the second-highest buy price, that quoted by

is prepared every hour for the successive hour. The Shanghai. Once Jiangsu has sold all of its power, Anhui

illustrative example used below is based on the situation in becomes the least-cost seller. Since Shanghai needs

east China, where provinces are still organized as separate another 50 megawatt-hours and its buy quote exceeds

markets. Anhui's sell quote, Shanghai purchases 50 megawatt hours

3 Step 1: collecting price quotations. The first step is to from Anhui. After this transaction, no matching wilil take

collect price quotations from each market participant place, because the next-lowest buy quote, from Jiangsu, is

(box table 1) The sell quotation represents the price a lower than the sell quote for Anhui's remainiuig 30

province charges for providing additional energy (and megawaft-hours.

necessary operating reserves), plus a profit and any Not all transactions that appear economic based or high-

amount added to cover forecast error. The buy quotation low matching or that may be desirable for individual

represents the cost a province avoids incurring by provincial dispatchers will be technically feasible. Lick of

reducing output, plus any savings and other adjustments. transmission interconnections, congestion constraints, and

All quotations must be submitted to the broker at least stability limitations specified by system operatort will

one hour before the transaction occurs. prevent some spot market transactions. Where transactions

* Step 2: ranking price quotations. Once the broker has cannot be made, the broker will match the highest remaining

received all quotations, it ranks them. Sell quotes are buy quote with the highest remaining sell quote.

ranked from low to high; buy quotes are ranked from high * Step 4: determining the transaction price. In the example
to low (box table 2). Suppose the quotations shown in box above, the transaction price for each match is halfway

table 1 were submitted to the broker by market between the total buy and sell quotations. Zhejiang's sell

participants. The broker would rank the quotations as price is 70 yuan a megawatt-hour; Jiangsu's buy price is

shown in box table 2. 20 yuan a megawatt-hour. Dividing 70 plus 20 by 2 rields

* Step 3: matching price quotations. Once the buy and sell the split savings transaction price of 45 ytian a

quotations have been collected and ranked, the broker megawatt-hour. The total value of the transaction is 50

matches the participant with the lowest sell quote with megawatt-hour times 45 yuan per megawatt-hour. or

the participant with the highest buy quote. After this 2,250 yuan. The gross savings per hour is 50 megawatt-

match is made, the next-highest buy quote is matched hours times the difference between the buy quote and
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Box table 1
Sample sell and buy quotations received by an interprovincial energy broker

Sell quotations Buy qiotaltions

Volume of power Price Volume of power Price
Province (megawatt-hours) (yuan per megawatt-hour) (megawatt-hours) (yuan per megawatt-hour)
Jiangsu 100 20 50 15
Anhui 80 26 100 14
Zhejiang 10 75 50 70
Shanghai 50 50 100 40

Box table 2
Ranking of sell and buy quotations by an interprovincial energy broker

Sell quotations Buy quotations

Volume of power Price Volume of power Price
Province (megawatt-hours) (yuan per megawatt-hour) Province (megawatt-hours) (yuan per megawatt-hour)
Jiangsu 100 20 Zhejiang 50 70
Anhui 80 26 Shanghai 100 40
Shanghai 50 50 Jiangsu 50 15
Zhejiang 10 75 Anhui 100 14

Box table 3
Matches between sellers and buyers of power

Volume of power Sell quote Buy quote
Seller Buyer (megawatt-hours) (yuan per megawatt-hour) (yuan per megawatt-hour)
Jiangsu Zhejiang 50 20 70
Jiangsu Shanghai 50 20 40
Anhui Shanghai 50 26 40

the sell quote, or 2,500 yuan. To provide adequate * Step 5: informing the parties to the transaction. Having

revenues to cover transmission costs and provide identified a potential transaction and determined the

incentives for future investment, the split savings price at which the transaction can occur, the energy

method could be modified so that an equal amount is broker returns this information to the relevant provinces

deducted from spot market buyers and sellers and given at some agreed period before the transaction is expected

to the interprovincial transmission grid owner. to occur (say, 30 minutes before the hour).

(Revenues from spot trades will not, however, be * Step 6: implementing the transaction. Each province
adequate to finance transmission expansion. A confirms its participation in the transaction and carries

comprehensive transmission pricing system is required; out the exchange. This confirmation should take place at

see chapter 4.) least 10 minutes before the transaction occurs.

Source: Adapted from James V. Barker, Jr, "Electric Energy Erokering: An Explanation and Status Report," Public Utilities Fortnightly, 4 February 1992; and from
Barker, Dunr, and Hossi, Inc., draft Market Operation Manual, developed for the East China Electric Power Group Corporation, 1999.
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Chapter 4

Addressing Transmission Issues

A high-voltage transmission network is crucial implemented. Third, planning and imp] -menta-

for the development of competitive power mar- tion of transmission expansion must enXure that

kets in China. Without an adequate transmission the grid is expanded in a timely fashion. Fourth,

network, trade in power will be constrained, and transmission services must be efficiently I riced to

it will not be possible to create efficient markets. ensure that they cover costs and provide incen-

Moreover, the way transmission is organized and tives to expand the network. Finally, tran nission

regulated can create the right incentives for regulation must ensure nationwide consistency

developing economic sources of power that are in transmission rules and the reliability of the

located at great distances from load centers. network. This chapter reviews each of these

Transmission has not been recognized as a issues.

separate and important component of the power

supply chain in China. Regional and provincial The Open Access Principle and
power companies have been organized around Independence of the Transmission
core generation plants and power supply bureaus, System Operator
and transmission has not been considered a dis-

tinct service. Although this situation is changing, If power markets are to be competitive, al market

the physical and operational distinction between participants must have open and nondist:rimina-

the power supply bureau's distribution network tory access to the transmission network b- paying

and the transmission network remains unclear. a nondiscriminatory tariff. Nondiscrin- inatory
The low priority given to transmission is also access to transmission requires that the tiansmis-

evident in the lack of government guidelines for sion system operator be independent of ill mar-

recovering transmission investment costs through ket participants. This principle has been widely

power tariffs. As the power sector moves toward recognized in countries that have implemented

increased competition, transmission will have to competitive power markets.

be given increased priority and recognition. Independence may seem like an abstract con-

To create a competitive power market, five cept, but it has important real-world conse-

transmission issues must be addressed. First, all quences. Market participants will be relu^tant to

market participants must be given open and invest unless they believe that they w-ill have

nondiscriminatory access to the transmission equal access to the grid.When one or more gen-

network-access that can be assured only by an erating companies in a competitive market area

independent transmission system operator. Sec- have some form of ownership interest in the

ond, an efficient organizational model for trans- transmission entity, there are numerous and sub-

mission ownership and operation must be tle ways for generators to get favored access. For
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example, the transmission-affiliated generators (but hidden) motivation is to favor the commer-

could pay lower connection fees than those cial interests of its owners or affiliates.

charged to their competitors. Or, if there are con- Second, even if the discriminatory actions are

straints on the grid that require occasional cur- obvious, there is an inevitable lag before they can

tailments, these generators could be the last be discovered and remedied. During the lag peri-

generators to be curtailed. od, competitors may suffer significant commer-

When a single market participant or class of cial losses that could put them out of business.

market participants has control over decisions Third, even if the regulator discovers and pro-

made by the transmission system operator, the hibits the discriminatory behavior, it is often pos-

opportunities for discrimination are almost end- sible for a nonindependent transmission system

less. Thus it is important to eliminate vertical operator to develop slightly different variants of

ownership linkages between the transmission sys- the prohibited actions that were not contemplat-

tem operator and market participants. Europe has ed by the regulator.This puts the regulator in the

had major difficulties in moving to a single com- difficult position of having to identify and

petitive electricity market because of continuing respond to discriminatory behavior after it has

vertical linkages between generators and trans- occurred.

mission operators. 1 To achieve nondiscriminatory open access to

The U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Com- the transmission grid, it is essential that explicit

mission, the national body regulating electricity, ownership restrictions be imposed.These restric-

recently stated that "the principle of independ- tions must work in both directions: the transmis-

ence is the bedrock" on which a regional trans- sion company and its employees should not be

mission organization must be built and that any permitted to have ownership interests in market

regional transmission organization must be inde- participants, and market participants should not

pendent in "both appearance and reality" (FERC be permitted to have ownership interests in the

Order 2000, 15 December 1999; available at transmission company. In some countries market

http://wwv.ferc.fed.us). The British government participants argue that they should be alowed to

reached a similar conclusion when it restructured have passive interests in the transmission entity,

its power sector in 1990. As a precondition for either permanently or for a transition period.

restructuring, the British government mandated Passive ownership is sometimes described as

that no market participant could own more than "ownership without control." In theory, a passive

1 percent of voting interests in the National Grid owner is unable to influence the company's oper-

Company and that no person affiliated with a ating and investment decisions. The problem

market participant could serve on the company's with this arrangement is that it forces the regula-

governing board. The 1994 Bolivian Electricity tor to determine whether ownership is truly pas-

Law mandates that no generation or distribution sive. Doing so is not easy because it requires

company can own capital stock in, or exercise regulators to examine internal corporate rules

administrative control over, any transmission and procedures to determine the rights and priv-

company. ileges that the passive owners may have reserved

In some countries it has been argued that for themselves. A better approach is to totally
cross-ownership of the transmission system oper- prohibit cross-ownership between the transmis-

ator by generators or distributors should be sion entity and any market participant.

allowed because the regulator can act as a "police In China the State Power Corporation of

officer" who will detect and punish any discrim- China (SPCC), through its subordinate provin-

inatory behavior. But for several reasons, relying cial and regional entities, owns nearly all trans-

on the regulator to police conduct may not be mission, a large share of generation capacity, and

effective. First, discrimination is often subtle many distributors. These ownership links with

rather than overt. A transmission system operator generators and distributors should be dissolved.

owned by one or more market participants can As a practical matter it may be worth focusing

often justify its actions with plausible operating first on separating generation from the transmis-

or reliability arguments-even though its true sion grid-a move that has been affirmed by the
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State Council (State Council Directive 148, * A National Transmission Corporatio:a would

1999). Generation should be separated into com- ease structural changes such as incre;ising the

panies-both state-owned and privately size of the market by merging con petitive

owned-that are not linked to the SPCC. Dur- pool markets as the grid is developed. Such a

ing the next phase distribution could be separat- corporation would eliminate corporate or

ed from transmission. institutional resistance and constraints to

expanding market size.

Structure and Ownership of * A National Transmission Corporation could

Transmission Facilities play a major role in brokering bilaternd power

trade between competitive pool mLrkets at

China's vast power system and the reform objec- the regional or provincial levels. The i eed for

tive to create competitive pool markets that are as an entity to undertake the functions needed

big as technically and economically feasible, with to support bilateral power trade is discussed in

the right incentives for future integration, are chapter 3.

important factors that influence the choice of * The structure requires the least change from

organizational model for the transmission system. the present. Since the State Power C mpany

Given the State Council's decision to completely of China owns all transmission assets, even

separate generation from the transmission grid, those at the regional and provincial lee els, cre-

the relevant questions are: Should the transmis- ating a National Transmission Corroration

sion organization be provincial, regional, or with regional branches should be easy Indeed,

national? If a National Transmission Corporation it may be counterproductive to expend limit-

is desirable, should the relationship to the next ed resources to drastically reorganize the

level be as subsidiaries or as branches? And how transmission system into regional or provin-

should transmission-related functions, such as sys- cial companies too early in the reform

tem operator and market operator, be organized? process-given that the higher-priori y sepa-

Two basic structural options are worth con- ration of generation from transmission will

sidering for transmission organization in China. require considerable resources.

The first is creating a NationalTransmission Cor-

poration with regional branches or corporate Choosing between lower-level branches
subsidiaries. The second is having Regional or subsidiaries
Transmission Companies with provincial It is recommended that the National Tr msmis-

branches or subsidiaries. The two options are sion Corporation be organized with brar ches or

compared in table 4.1. Conceptually, other divisions in each competitive market are.<, rather

approaches could be considered. But in the than as separate subsidiaries that own their assets.

medium term, legal, policy, and implementation A subsidiary is a separate legal corporate entity

constraints preclude options based on private with its own board of directors and balanc z sheet,
sector involvement in transmission and further and in effect owns the assets under its coltrol. A

decentralization of responsibilities for transmis- branch does not.A subsidiary is appropri; te only

sion expansion. when there is a question of subsequeut asset

For several reasons, a National Transmission divestiture, since a separate corporate enity is a

Corporation with regional branches would be precondition for divestiture.

the better approach for China: A subsidiary has more managerial an.1 deci-

* A National Transmission Corporation would sionmaking autonomy than a branch.Th Js sub-

ensure that crucial interregional transmission sidiaries could be harder for the National

connections are developed. A National Trans- Transmission Corporation to control because of

mission Corporation would base its transmis- the potential friction between corporate layers.

sion expansion decisions on China's best The main reason for a National Transmnission

interests. For various reasons, regions may Corporation with branches is that a subsidiary

oppose transmission interconnections with company, such as a provincial or regional trans-

other regions-constraining trade. mission corporation, would be weakened by the
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Table 4.1
Two organizational models for transmission in China

National Transmission Corporation Regional Transmission Companies
with regional branches or subsidiaries with provincial branches or subsidiaries

Advantages Makes it easier to adopt and implement common market It would be easier to identify accurate transmission
rules and transmission pricing mechanisms nationwide, costs for each regional and provincial company-
allowing effective market integration and increased trade making it easier to ensure that transmission

companies are accountable for meeting performance
Facilitates expansion of the interregional system and standards
development of trade between competitive regional
markets Would create competitive tensions between Regional

Transmission Companies because of their desire to
Would allow the State Power Corporation of China to be demonstrate technical and commercial performance
developed into a National Transmission Corporation after capability
the separation of generation. Also would allow strong
project team capabilities to develop Regional companies may be quicker in identifying

transmission expansion needs and making transmission
A fully integrated management structure is a good first expansion decisions within regions, leading to increased
step in reforming the transmission function. It provides efficiency
the flexibility for creating a more decentralized regional
management structure with strong skills Regional companies organized around energy pools

would be more likely to respond to market needs faster

Disadvantages It might be difficult to identify accurate transmission There would be no clear institutional mechanism or
costs for each provincial and regional market. A National responsibility for the construction of interregional
Transmission Corporation could seek to cross-subsidize transmission lines to increase trade
transmission prices within China-making it hard to
correctly assess the economic and financial viability of A new role would have to be found for the State Power
individual lines Corporation of China

It may take longer to identify and construct necessary Regional Transmission Companies might develop market
transmission capacity due to the possible centralization rules that restrict trade and market integration
of planning and approval authority

A National Transmission Corporation that micromanages
energy pools at the regional and provincial levels could
seriously impede effective and efficient market
operations

expansion of trade and the consolidation of encouraged through corporate governance

markets. Thus a subsidiary would be less likely mechanisms.

to build the transmission that would enable
trade to expand, unless there were clear incen- Organizing the system and market
tives to do so. operator functions

Furthermore, as transmission expands, the Countries that have created or are contemplating
optimal size of an organizational unit will competitive power sectors have generally used
increase. Subsidiaries are harder to reorganize one of two approaches to organizing the system
than branches. Organizing the National Trans- and market operator functions. In the first
mission Corporation with branches or divisions approach, referred to as the Transco model, the
in each area would enable changes to be made as transmission owner also functions as the system
the grid is developed. operator. In the second approach, known as the

Still, there may be strong institutional reasons ISO-Gridco model, the transmission owner and
or constraints that lead to a preference for organ- the system operator are separate, and an inde-
izing lower-level entities as subsidiaries rather pendent system operator provides all operating
than as branches. If that is the case, the benefits and dispatch instructions while one or more
sought from organizing as branches should be independent grid companies build, own, and
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maintain the physical grid facilities. The two system and market operator be combined with

models are described in table 4.2. the branch of the National Transmission Corpo-

Heated debates are occurring in several coun- ration responsible for transmission withir a given

tries over the relative merits of the t vo approach- competitive market area.This approach is recom-

es. Although international experience shows that mended for four main reasons:

adequate competition can be achieved through * The investment needed to expand ti-e high-

either approach, there is not enough experience voltage transmission grid throughout the

to conclude that one is superior to the other. In country is more likely to occur if i single

recent years more countries appear to have cho- entity is charged with this responsibility in

sen the ISO-Gridco model. each competitive market area. While a sepa-

For China it is suggested that the Transco rate system operator may be given c1:ar legal

model be adopted for at least the early stages of responsibility to expand the grid, it rmay find

reform. Specifically, it is recommended that the it difficult to do so if it has to depend on

Table 4.2
The Transco and ISO-Gridco models of transmission ownership and operation

Independent system operator
Combined transmission owner and system operator and separate transmission owner(s)
(Transco model) (ISO-Gridco model)

Features Entity is a publicly or privately owned, regulated, Independent system operator is usually a nonprofil
for-profit corporation that owns and operates all entity that operates but does not own the transmi sion
transmission facilities in its geographic area facilities in its region. The operator has leasing or

transmission control agreements with each of the
entities that own the transmission facilities in its rs gion

Tariffs to recover the capital and operating costs o- the
transmission facilities are collected by the indeper Jent
system operator and remitted to transmission owrers.
The operator may charge a separate grid managen- ent
fee to cover its operating costs

Advantages Better able to raise capital, implement projects, and More likely to make unbiased decisions about
make fast decisions on grid expansion transmission expansion

Easier to implement where system operators and Better able to make unbiased assessments of pov.er
transmission owners have been integrated market operation

Disadvantages Difficult to design incentives that lead to unbiased Difficult for the independent system operator to exoand
operational and investment decisions. For example, to the grid because it must rely on other entities to fi,iance
maintain voltage at a particular location, the Transco may and implement investments. (This problem has recantly
prefer to install new capacitors, even if it would be emerged in the United States.)
cheaper to purchase reactive power from a generator.
The Transco may also favor increasing grid transport Without a profit incentive, independent system ope -ators
capacity to meet growing load at a particular location, may become bureaucratic and inefficient organizat )ns
even if new generation is a cheaper alternative

Difficult to design an institutional framework in whizn
the independent system operator has clear respon.;ibility
for expanding the grid and requires the transmissioa
owner to do so

May be difficult to design a workable governance
scheme that ensures that independent system
operators are truly independent of market participa its

Examples National Grid Company (United Kingdom), Statnett CAMMESA (Argentina), NEMMCO (Australia), IMC;
(Norway), Polish Power Grid Co. (Poland) (Ontario, Canada), five independent U.S. system

operators (California, New England, New York, Texas,
Mid-Atlantic), REE (Spain). Proposed for Brazil, Mexico,
and Peru
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other entities to finance and perform the ning and implementation must be carefully inte-

expansion. grated with the operations of the competitive
* Because generation is to be completely separat- pool markets and bilateral trading arrangements

ed from the grid, the potential for discrirnina- between them. The overall objective of grid

tory dispatch that often leads to a preference for expansion is to ensure that transmission entities

the ISO--Gridco model is not an issue. There have the right incentives to make grid invest-
may be a few problems during the transition to ments that are economically justified and to

full ownership separation of generation. But reject those that are not. An economically justi-

these problems could be mitigated through fied expansion is one for which the additional

mutual oversight by the generators themselves, benefits (usually measured as the reduction in

U Because there will be only a single owner of wholesale power prices) are greater than or equal

all transmission assets, at least initially, there is to the costs of expansion. While these principles

no particular reason to create a separate sys- are easy to state, actual implementation is often

tem operator. Countries that have multiple difficult because as the sector becomes more

owners of transmission assets (Argentina, the competitive, there will be more separate entities,

United States) have had to create a separate often with conflicting commercial needs.

system operator; this is not the case in China.

* The implementation issues that arise with the Goals of transmission expansion
creation of a separate system operator may In a competitive power market, transmission is

detract from other important implementation expanded to:

tasks. U Interconnect generation or load (for example,
After the first few years of operations under by building a radial line from a new generator

the Transco approach, an assessment should be or load to the transmission system).

made by thie regulator, perhaps with the assis- * Protect or enhance system reliability (for

tance of a panel of neutral experts. If it is con- example, by replacing older, less reliable equip-

cluded that the competitive market would ment with newer, more reliable equipment).

benefit from increased transparency, the panel * Improve grid efficiency (for example, by

could make recommendations for an alternative replacing high-loss equipment with lower-

structural option, such as the separation of the loss equipment).

system operator. To facilitate regulation of trans- * Enhance operating flexibility to improve reli-

mission entities at the national and branch levels, ability (for example, by adding new switching

these entities should be required to keep separate capability).

accounts for the system operator and transmis- * Reduce or eliminate congestion to facilitate

sion functions. competition (for example, by adding new

The main argument against combining all the transmission lines or increasing the capacity of

functions would be the difficulty of regulating existing lines).

such a powerful company. Thus the regulator * Reduce the local market power of a particular
must be given strong powers to oversee the generator that may be the only feasible supply

Transco model, and to use these powers to create source in a particular region.
incentives for efficient operation of the grid. This list suggests that a transmission project

may be driven by the need for both competition
Planning and Implementing and reliability. In a competitive power market, the

Transmission Expansion institutional environment and incentives for
transmission planning and expansion must be

In China there is a need to expand the high- able to accommodate both needs.

voltage transmission grid throughout the country

to facilitate economic power trades between Centralized and market-driven
competitive pool markets, as well as in response approaches to planning and expansion
to the dernand of market participants within There are two approaches to planning and imple-
competitive pools. Transmission expansion plan- menting transmission expansion-the top-down
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(or centralized) approach and the bottom-up (or large-capacity line and towers may be - ustified

market-driven) approach. Top-down planning from a total life-cycle cost perspective. Partici-

and expansion decisions are made by the system pants may also be unwilling to share ir invest-

operator, which has detailed knowledge of sys- ments that improve the overall reliabilitr of the

tem conditions and flows. The system operator grid.

also has the best information on likely future sys- In the initial stages of implementing . ompet-

tem conditions and flows, because it receives itive power markets in China, the to:i-down

information on which generators and loads are approach should be adopted. The bot:om-up

likely to connect or disconnect. Because of its approach requires sophisticated mechai isms to

access to information and its familiarity with the allocate transmission rights to users and a, sign the

day-to-day requirements of the system, the sys- costs of new facilities. These mechanism; would

tem operator will be able to make informed only complicate the already intricate market

transmission expansion plans. development process. In addition to avoiding the

Bottom up planning and expansion occurs problems of bottom-up approach, the to -down

when one or more market participants or a pri- approach is likely to lead to the require I trans-

vate entrepreneur initiates and finances grid mission expansion and provide the convenience

expansion. In effect, such transmission expansion and familiarity of the central-planning a.)proach

is undertaken by coalitions of users or independ- that has been used for years.

ent entrepreneurs rather than by the transmission Although the top-down approach has similar-

company under market access rules. Any pro- ities to the central planning approach, there are

posed expansion must still meet the technical important differences. First, in addition to clearly

standards established by the transmission compa- defined planning rules to guide the transmission

ny or independent system operator. entity and system operator, there shoul i be an

There are many potential problems with the explicit legal obligation to plan and ensure the

bottom-up approach. The most significant is the timely construction of facilities needed to pro-

difficulty of forming such coalitions, because mote competition and maintain or improve reli-

almost every new transmission line is likely to ability. These planning rules and legal obl:gations

produce winners and losers. In the case of a new can be established by the regulator. ThVe legal

transmission line that increases export capacity obligations of the transmission entity can be

from a region, the winners will be the generators included in the license issued by the re .ulator.

in the exporting region (whose prices will rise) The legal obligation should be suppo:-ted by

and the distribution companies in the importing incentives for appropriate investments.

region (whose prices will fall).The losers will be In some countries legal obligations have not

the generators in the importing region (whose been complied with because they conflict 2d with

prices will fall) and the distribution companies in commercial incentives. For example, de, pite its

the exporting regions (whose prices will rise). legal obligation to expand the grid efficie:itly, the

These varying commercial outcomes may lead to U.K. National Grid Company, a privately owned

disputes in allocating costs among members of transmission company, allowed the cost of con-

the possible coalition, as well as strong opposition gestion on the grid to increase from $180 million

by market participants whose competitive posi- in 1991 to $590 million in 1994. The company

tion would be hurt by the elimination of the had weak incentives to take action because it was

constraint. allowed to pass the costs of congestion on to grid

The bottom-up approach is also associated users.The problem was rectified by the re.,rulator,

with other potential problems. Construction of which later linked the company's profits to con-

capacity may be delayed because a participant is gestion targets.Although the transmission system

reluctant to incur the high initial cost of building could be improved by providing explicit vonges-

a line, which may benefit others who are unwill- tion price signals to grid users, the general lesson

ing to share in the initial costs. Scale economies is that underlying economic incentives to expand

may be lost if a new generator constructs a low- the grid must be aligned with regulatory require-

capacity radial line to the main grid when a ments to do so.
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Second, the regulator should not manage this promoting optimal use of existing generation

planning, because it generally will not have the assets, inducing efficient siting of new generation

information or experience required. But the reg- facilities, and allocating transmission costs fairly.

ulator must review the expansion decisions of the From an implementation perspective, it is essen-

system operator and the transmission entity to tial that the chosen transmission pricing scheme

ensure that they are in the best interests of com- be applied uniformly across all competitive mar-

petition. Third, the regulator, acting on behalf of kets in China. Broadly speaking, three transmis-

the state, may need to help the transmission com- sion pricing approaches may be considered:

pany fairly and efficiently acquire publicly owned U Postage stamp-total allowed transmission rev-

land or land from unwilling individuals or enter- enue is allocated among network users either

prises. Given the importance of the regulator's in proportion to their peak demands and

role in ensuring efficient grid expansion, it installed capacities, or in proportion to their

should make decisions quickly. Long delays can energy production and consumption. Postage

impede market development and lead to unnec- stamp schemes are easy to implement and may

essarily high bulk power prices. be adequate for systems with low growth or

The ultimate goal should be to develop a relatively small transmission costs. But for sys-

transmission planning and expansion process that tems with high load growth, as in China, the

accommodates both the top-down and bottom- disadvantage is that siting information is

up approaches. Because the bottom-up approach lost-that is, a cheaper generator located far

is relatively new, China should assess the experi- away will have an incentive to enter the sys-

ences of other countries that are experimenting tem because the large network reinforcement

with it before adopting such an approach. 2 cost will be shared among all users.

* Long-run marginal cost-total allowed transmis-

Transmission Pricing sion revenue is allocated in proportion to the
marginal contribution of each user to the cost

In competitive markets, transmission tariffs of an ideal transmission network constructed

should achieve two goals. First, they must allocate to match supply and demand. The long-run

the costs of transmission services among cus- marginal cost method is the closest to the

tomers in a way that reflects their use of the "ideal" tariff because it allocates transmission

transmission system and provides incentives for costs to agents who stress the network and, as

efficient use of the system. Second, they must a consequence, will motivate its expansion or

provide commercial incentives to invest in trans- reinforcement. Because the method is based

mission infrastructure. on economic principles, it is easy for regula-

In countries with mature power systems- tors and technical personnel to understand.

such as the United Kingdom and the United The method has two possible disadvantages.

States-transmission pricing has focused on the Because long-run marginal cost tariffs are

first objective. This approach was reasonable based on an extreme set of operating scenar-

given that the value of existing assets in these ios, they may vary substantially from one year

countries far outweighed new investment costs. to the next. And in theory, long-run marginal

But China requires enormous transmission cost tariffs require "negative" tariffs (payments

investments to connect new generation to the to users who reduce stress on the network).
grid and transfer the power to load centers. These negative payments may be high, pro-

Hence transmission pricing must ensure that voking opposition from users.

there is adequate compensation for new invest- U Extent of use-costs are allocated in propor-

ment. Because competition will increasingly be tion to each user's average use of each trans-

used to guide investment and operating deci- mission line. Because this scheme is based on

sions, transmission pricing will play a critical role the concept of use, it is intuitively perceived to

in inducing optimal investment in generation. be fair by most users. It also avoids the two

The transmission pricing scheme adopted in possible drawbacks of the long-run marginal

China should be based on three key principles: cost method-because the allocation is based
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on average use, tariffs vary less from year to (generators and distributors). To do so, nodal

year. And there are no "negative" tariffs. The pricing will be calculated each year to reflect

scheme's main disadvantage is the lack of an embedded transmission and expansiol . These

economic justification as in the long-run nodal charges will reflect how each market par-

marginal cost scheme. ticipant uses the network. During this st. ge each

Taking into account the advantages and disad- generator should pay the nodal price dete-rmined

vantages of each method and international expe- to reflect their relative siting cost on the r etwork.

rience with their application, the recommended The nodal charge for distributors could b aggre-

choices for China's transmission pricing are the gated and averaged-if political necessity or con-

long-run marginal cost method or the extent of venience requires that a bulk supply tariff be

use method. The extent of use method is less offered to each distributor in the first ;tage of

volatile than the long-run marginal cost method market implementation.

when the direction of power flows may vary, as is During stage 2, regulations should encourage

often the case with interconnections between generators to make their own investme at deci-

regional and provincial markets. sions. Although transmission expansion AKill still

It is also recommended that the chosen be the responsibility of the transmission entity, the

method of transmission cost allocation be differ- transmission tariff will encourage generators to

entiated by node. A node may be defined as a invest in economically efficient sites. Thi:. can be

point on the transmission network where power done through an iterative process, with t]- e trans-

is injected into the grid (such as a generation sta- mission company pubhshing nodal chargei for the

tion) or where power is drawn from the grid current year and projecting future charg s based

(such as a load). The application of transmission on an assumed generation expansion plan. (This

tariffs by node will promote the optimal use of would be part of the indicative planning process.)

existing facilities and provide locational signals Generators will use these projected charges in

for future generation expansion. In its simplest assessing their competitiveness. Actual generation

form, nodal pricing would include only the cost expansion will likely deviate from the indicative

of the entry and exit assets at the point of con- plan, and the transmission company will need to

nection, with the balance applied in the form of adjust transmission charge projections acc:ording-

a postage stamp method. In a more advanced ly. Because distributors and other large con sumers

form, nodal pricing would include an additional will have access to the market in this stige, the

component to cover individual use of the trans- nodal transmission prices should also apply to

mission network. In the most advanced form, them. For large industrial loads, these prices will

nodal pricing would be based on the supply and induce efficient location decisions. This tiansmis-

demand balance at each node (that is, each node sion pricing process is well suited to Chin., where

would have its own common clearing price), transmission costs may be the deciding factor for

Although the third approach may seem complex, investments in cheaper distant hydr:tpower

readily available planning and computation tools (which requires larger transmission investments)
and huge improvements in computer processing and more expensive thermal generation (which

speeds and costs make this approach relatively can be located closer to load centers).

simple and inexpensive to implement.

Setting connection charges
Implementing nodal transmission Payments and charges for interconnecting trans-

prices mission networks or connecting genera ;ors (or

In the initial stages of competitive market imple- customers) to the network are usuall- made

mentation, the National Transmission Corpora- through agreements that are not part of tIAe tariff

tion and its branches will be responsible for structure. In a few countries, such as Chile, con-

planning and expanding transmission within and nection charges are part of the general transmis-

between competitive markets.The challenge will sion tariff. But in most countries, including

be to fairly allocate the annual revenues required England and Wales, entry and exit charges are

to cover transmission costs among system users based on the costs of interconnection facilities
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that, if removed, leave the network intact. These are often far higher than the cost of the transmis-

charges are spread over the economic life of the sion service. Transmission entities must be

facilities. Because connection charges recover encouraged to ensure that availability and quality

costs incurred as a result of decisions by the enti- of service meet standards established by the regu-

ty connecting to the grid, it seems economically lator. International experience shows that a

efficient and equitable for that entity to bear regime of penalties and rewards, regulated on the

those costs. Thus a separate connection charge basis of allowed revenue (or income), is the most

supports the objective of fairness. The grid code effective way to encourage transmission compa-

will have to clearly define which assets are nies to achieve quality standards. Penalties for

included in the connection charge. network service interruption or lower than

expected transmission capacity availability act as a

Transmission Regulation and simple and strong incentive to optimize mainte-
Quality of Service nance time and reduce unscheduled outages.

Bonus payments may be considered when quali-

Access and pricing rules for transmission should ty of service exceeds the regulator's standards.

be harmonized nationwide. With harmonized

transmission planning, expansion, and pricing

rules, bilateral trading between competitive pool

markets and their integration can take place more Notes

easily-resulting in the greatest benefit to China. 1. Centre for Economic Policy Research, A

This is easiest to accomplish if a state (national) European Marketfor Electricity, 1999.

regulatory agency establishes a single consistent 2. The Australian national electricity market

set of transmission access and pricing rules. Some uses both the top-down and bottom-up

variation between regions may be allowed to approaches. Market access rules have been
accommodate differences in reform pace and designed to support both methods of transmis-

readiness for change, but the national regulator sion expansion. Argentina has taken the lead in

should approve these variations to ensure that pursuing market-driven solutions to expanding

there are no impediments to the future integra- the grid, though with limited success. See

tion of markets. The national regulator should Manuel Angel Abdala and Andres Chambouley-

also have the authority to authorize transmission ron, "Transmission Investment in Competitive

tariffs. Power Systems: Decentralizing Decisions in

For efficient and smooth operation of the Argentina,"World Bank, Finance, Private Sector,

competitive market, transmission service must be and Infrastructure Network, Viewpoint 192,1999.

reliable. Transmission outages can lead to unmet In the United States the three northeastern inde-

demand and the inability to use available genera- pendent service operators are starting to experi-

tion capacity.The economic costs of these failures ment with market-driven expansion.
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Chapter 5

Dealing with Market Transition Issues

Two important transition issues need to be prices they bid-historical costs are irnelevant.

addressed to support China's move to competi- Plants that are efficient enough to be ab e to bid

tive power markets. The first concerns excess or a price that allows them to be dispatched earn a

"stranded" costs that may no longer be recover- market price set by the most competitivn plants.

able from market prices once competition is Only the lowest-cost plants are likely tc be dis-

introduced. Stranded costs can impede market patched.

reform and threaten the financial viability of the When future income streams from an asset are

industry if a fair mechanism is not developed to expected to decline, part of the unamortized por-

deal with them. The second issue is the exercise tion of the original cost of the asset becomes

of market power by the generator, which may unrecoverable, or stranded. A fair and l ffective

raise pool prices above competitive levels. Gener- method needs to be found to allocate tht costs of

ation restructuring that does not consider poten- stranded assets so that competitive power markets

tial market power could seriously compromise can be created without distortions.

the creation of competitive power markets. Stranded costs affect existing plants and con-

tracts. They also create uncertainty for new

Managing Stranded Costs investors-especially independent pover pro-

ducers, which may have signed long-tei m con-

Stranded costs arise from a variety of factors, tracts before the reform program began. This risk

including high operating costs of old and ineffi- can be reduced by developing a clear policy on

cient generators, power purchase agreements stranded costs, with predictable effects on new

with high prices, removal of production subsi- contracts.

dies, and high staffing. Stranded costs develop The reverse problem of stranded "tenefits"

when such assets have a lower market value after can occur when plants' fixed costs are rapidly

competition is introduced than they had before. amortized due to preferential investment incen-

They are so named because their costs cannot be tives. For example, in the past government poli-

recovered through market pricing of electricity. cies allowed investors to recover their f&ed costs

In a centrally planned system, plants with high over a much shorter period than their e. onomic

embedded and operating costs can recover the life. This may be the case for some ge>lerating

costs of their services if regulatory authorities set plants constructed under the "new plarnt, new
electricity prices high enough for them to do so. price" policy. Plants with good operat:ng per-

In a competitive market regulators do not ensure formance can make very high profits in a com-

that plants recover their full costs. Instead, petitive market. These potential exces; profits

investors are ensured fair dispatch based on the may be considered stranded benefits.
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Sources of stranded costs in China from the privatization program until the govern-

There are five types of stranded costs in China's ment found a way for the public sector to bear

power sector: the plants' stranded costs.

* Excess capacity exists because of inaccurate The United Kingdom also encountered prob-

demand forecasts or surplus reserve power. lems with coal supply contracts. Before reform,

* Construction costs were too high, or a plant coal was supported by the government at a cost

operates inefficiently. well above international levels. The government

* Fuel, technology, or both become uneconom- forced generators to make long-term coal con-

ic or obsolete-for example, inexpensive gas tracts at high prices-a decision that made it

becomes available, making combustion tur- harder for coal plants to compete against gas in

bines a better option than coal-fired thermal the new market.

plants. A similar problem arose in the gas sector.

* A plant was built in the wrong location. When it was still a monopolist, British Gas was

* Long-term fuel supply contracts with mini- encouraged by the government to sign high-cost,

mum take-or-pay obligations exceed current long-term gas contracts to encourage develop-

requirements. ment of the North Sea gas fields. Once competi-

These problems have a number of sources. tion was introduced, having to purchase

One is that many generating plants, particularly expensive gas caused severe financial problems

those built under joint ventures or by independ- for British Gas-problems that were resolved

ent power producers, are locked into long-term only after the company was restructured. Several

power purchase agreements. For some of these years of negotiations were required to restructure

plants the contracted price of power (energy and these contracts.

capacity) is higher than the expected market- In Spain the introduction of competition in

clearing price or the contracted volume of ener- 1998 was projected to generate up to $13 billion

gy is higher than would be requested under in stranded costs among power companies, which

economic dispatch. had been vertically integrated before reform. The

Stranded costs also result when certain plants solution was to create a financial mechanism,

are no longer needed to meet system load or are known as competition transition compensation, to

unable to provide power competitively once cover generators' costs by setting minimum

other, more efficient generators are permitted to prices for several years. The mechanism has

compete. Small generating plants embedded in severely restricted real competition because gen-

the distribution network can also pose a stranded erators receive regulated, not competitive, prices.

cost problem. Government directives can shut Many other countries that are implementing the

down inefficient or polluting small plants. But it European Union Electricity Directive-which

may prove harder to close newer investments opens the European market to competition in

without dealing with unamortized fixed costs. stages-are trying to find solutions to this

Finally, power systems in isolated small coun- problem.

ties tend to have transmission interconnections California, which faced a sinfilar problem, cre-

for trade with systems in neighboring counties. ated a financial mechanism known as the competi-

Once competition lowers the cost of grid supply, tion transition charge to compensate generators and

some of these transmission lines may be pass on the cost to consumers. The fee imposed

underused. on consumers creates a continuing need to regu-

late consumer prices and so inhibits competition.

International experience with stranded Other states in the United States are adopting

costs similar approaches.

Stranded costs have been a major problem in

almost every country that has moved to a com- Dealing with stranded costs
petitive power market. In the United Kingdom Three aspects should be considered when dealing

nuclear plants, which would not have been able with potential stranded cost problems:

to recover their full costs, had to be withdrawn * Estimating the costs.
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* Determining who should pay for them. reform because of competitive pressures). They

* Developing mechanisms for dealing with must also select an appropriate discoun: rate for

long-term power purchase agreements. comparing the discounted present valu -s of the

Each of these issues is examined in this section. projected income streams. Given the difficulty of

making these forecasts, considerable .lisagree-

Estimating stranded costs ment has occurred between plant owner; and the

Power companies, investors, and regulators esti- authorities when using administrative v:luation.

mate stranded costs in a variety of ways. Broadly

speaking, however, there are two main approach- Determining who should pay for stranded
es: administrative valuation and market valuation. costs

Administrative approaches use forecasting, Policymakers need to determine whether the

modeling, and other analytical techniques to government, plant owners, or consume; s should

compare the regulated market (book) values of bear the brunt of stranded costs. One waz of allo-

power company assets and liabilities with their cating these costs is to assign them to -he party

competitive market values. In other words, they that incurred them. A second is to alloc ite them

compare forecasts over the remaining life of the to the party best able to pay them. The govern-

plant under no-reform and reform scenarios.The ment, whose policies created the stran led cost

estimate of stranded costs is the difference problem, can decide to bear all the co ats itself.

between the discounted net present values of the This can be done by writing down state equity

two streams of revenues minus costs. investments in the sector or by writing c ff a por-

Market valuation relies on the purchase price tion of the debt owed to the state.

of the asset as determined through an asset sale. If Alternatively, plant owners can be isked to

the market value is less than the book value, the absorb the costs. Forcing plants owned by a

difference represents the stranded cost. Market state-owned utility to bear these costs i- equiva-

valuation offers several benefits relative to admin- lent to having the government absorD them.

istrative valuation, mainly by providing an unam- Imposing these costs on private generalors may

biguous determination of stranded costs. be more difficult, because private generazors may

Administrative valuation, by contrast, can lead to be unable to absorb them. Moreover private

substantial and time-consuming disagreements. generators may claim that they shoult. not be

Market valuation requires that ownership be asked to cover these costs, because thei- invest-

transferred from existing owners and can reduce ments were based on prevailing sector policies

market concentration, especially when the assets and requirements.

are held by the provincial power company. But A third method is to have consumer- pay the

asset sales may not be possible for all potential costs through a levy on electricity or through

stranded costs-as in the case of power plants not vesting contracts that ensure generators a mini-

owvned by utilities. mum revenue stream based on satisfactory avail-

Whether administrative valuation or market ability. This solution is often preferred because

valuation is used, forecasts with considerable the costs were incurred, and accepted in rhe past,

uncertainty have to be made by power compa- to meet future consumers' needs. M vreover,

nies, regulators, and possible asset purchasers.The future consumers are likely to be able to pay.

uncertainty grows with the remaining economic

life of the asset. Forecasts of the pool price are Dealing with long-term power purchase
particularly difficult, because the price is market agreements
determined and depends on bidding behavior, China will need to find a way to deal vith the

market structure, the balance of supply and stranded costs incurred in power purchase agree-

demand, the market power of large generators, ments signed with independent (nonutility) gen-

market expectations, and other factors. Forecast- erators without restricting competitioni in the

ers must take into account the likely availability provincial generation market. Making an annual

of the plant and its generating costs, including payment based on the difference between the

fuel costs (which are likely to be lower under actual pool price and the forecast no-reform
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scenario would obviate the need to forecast the that replicates the allocation of risks and revenues

pool price.A.ny method of payment to plants that in the power purchase agreement but allows

results in a fixed level of revenue, however, would electricity to be bid for dispatch into the manda-

reduce competition by making the plant indiffer- tory pool.

ent to the pool price. Power purchase contracts that cannot be

A better approach is to pay a lump sum (based transformed into contracts for differences will

on the two fDrecast scenarios) when the reform is most likely be noneconomic and so require

introduced. The plant could then bid competi- alternative solutions. One approach would be for

tively into the pool.The first step should be to try these contracts to be assigned to a market trader.

to renegotiate the terms of power purchase (The legal form of this transfer will need to be

agreements to make them economic.1 The next carefully considered in discussions with the par-

step should be to reach agreement on changing ties to the contract, because it is probably not

the economic power purchase agreements into possible to transfer contracts without the agree-

contracts for differences (figure 5.1). For each ment of both parties.) The market trader would

plant a contract for differences could be designed be owned provincially, probably as a department

Figure 5.1
Renegotiating and reassigning power purchase agreements

Power purchase agreement

Original
power purchase agreement Provincial/regional

Generator Standard one-pan eneroytaiiff power company

linked tn tortet hours of operaon

Converting economic power purchase agreements to contracts for differences

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... t. .. ..... .. , . , ..... .. .. ..

......... .......... ........... ...... .................... Pool
'oidding

Provincial/regional
Generator Contract for differences power company

(single buyer)

Assigning noneconomic power purchase agreements to market trader

n~~~tcIu~~~seo ~ ~ ~ ~ Pool

Provincial/regional
Generator Market.trae power company

(single buyer)
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in the provincial power company. The market plant, new price" policy, which allows them to

trader would hold a portfolio of noneconomic accelerate capital cost amortization. T]- e policy

power purchase contracts and bid the electricity can result in a front-loaded price that repays cap-

into the mandatory pool. Under this mechanism ital in the early years for plants with lon-g expect-

the market trader would absorb all stranded ed economic lives. Any excess rents enrjoyed by

costs-and so suffer losses. A financial adjust- these plants should either be returned to con-

ment would need to be made to cover these sumers or used to cover stranded costs.

losses and ensure the market trader's long-term One way of ensuring that these be:iefits are

viability. returned to consumers is through a "c.iwback"

The costs of this financial adjustment could be mechanism similar to that used in Alberi a, Cana-

borne by the government or by consumers. da. Distributors whose customers helped pay for

Either way, to satisfy the concerns of private the fixed costs of generating plants are eligible to

investors in plants, credible long-term assurances receive a clawback. The size of the cla'vback is

would need to be provided that the trader's loss- calculated by forecasting revenue flows under

es would be covered by the government or levies reform and no-reform scenarios and ca.culating

would be imposed on consumers to meet any the difference in the discounted present ,alues of

revenue shortfall. the two income streams. Under a contrac:t signed

Recovering potential trading losses from con- by the generator and the distributor, the genera-

sumers over time is probably the preferred and tor must dehver a specified quantity of ernergy to

more common approach. Under this approach the distributor at a fixed reservation price

the regulator imposes a levy on consumer bills (expected to be lower than the average pool

for a predetermined period. The levy may vary price). Thus the contract is similar to a one-way

from year to year depending on the pool price, contract for differences, with the distributor

but total payments to the market trader are fixed receiving a specified quantity of energy at the

or capped so that the trader has an incentive to reservation price. During stage I of reform, the

bid competitively.The stranded cost is effectively contract would be signed by the single buyer and

converted to a debt liability, repayment of which the generator (with the distributor signii g a sup-

is recovered through the levy. This method of plementary agreement). In stage 2, this zontract

securitizing the stranded cost liability has been would be transferred to the distributor.

used in the United States, where fresh debt secu-

rities are issued, the proceeds of which are used Mitigating Generator Market F'ower
to compensate investors up front. Initially, securi-

tization of stranded costs is unlikely to be used In the power sector, the term market pou er refers

extensively in China because capital markets to a generator's ability to raise prices abo ve com-

remain thin. Instead, the government or provin- petitive levels and maintain them for a si;nificant

cial authorities will have to provide debt finance period. When generators with potential market

or guarantee the liability. power exercise this power by raising pricers, it can
undermine the basic objective of conmpetitive

Capturing stranded benefits power market reform. (The term potenti, I market

If the pool price is significantly higher than the power is used because the generator may not actu-

price before reform, plants that have amortized ally exercise its power.) Thus it is important to

or repaid their fixed capital costs will benefit mitigate market power potential at the outset

from reform.The fact that fixed capital costs were when restructuring generation. A structu tal defi-

amortized early indicates that customers paid too ciency that leads to generator market power is a

much for electricity. Providing customers with fundamental flaw that is not easily rectified

some of the excess rents these plants receive once through modifications to bidding systems or

competition is introduced can compensate them market rules.

for having overpaid for power. Other countries have made mistakes in

In China some generating plants have recov- restructuring generation, leading to market

ered part of their fixed costs under the "new power and noncompetitive bidding by .enera-
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tors. In England and Wales two dominant gener- * Ancillary powver needs. Reactive power needs

ating firms have kept prices well above competi- and dynamic stability considerations may ren-

tive levels for years. To reduce their market der some plants "must run," giving them the

power, the regulator has ordered them to sell power to charge above-market prices.

plants and reduce their market share. A recent

study of the California wholesale market deter- Identifying market fragmentation
mined that payments to generators during the Any attempt to measure or understand the

summers of 1998 and 1999 were more than $800 potential for market power must begin with a

million above competitive levels.2 China must clear geographic definition of the market area

avoid such problems to create generation firms and identify whether the network or other con-

that compete in the market. straints have the potential to fragment the pro-

A generator with market power can drive up posed market into submarkets. Although a

market prices by raising its bid above its vari- province is a single market, the transmission net-

able cost or otherwise reducing its output. The work may be unable to accommodate all power

generator is able to do so under the following flows during peak demand hours. When trans-

conditions: mission congestion prevents low-cost generation

* Transmission constraints. Transmission con- from reaching demand in a particular area, a local

straints can prevent power delivery to high- generator may have to be dispatched at a high

demand areas, create submarkets, and allow bid. Such a generator would have potential mar-

local generators to raise prices. A generator ket power.

can create a transmission constraint by In California congestion on a critical inter-

increasing its bid price until it is out of the connector prevents low-cost power in southern

merit order.The dispatcher must then import California from meeting demand in northern

electricity until network capacity is reached. If California. As a result the dominant generator in

demand is still unmet, the local generator is the northern part of the state can bid high,

dispatched at a high price, because it must be dispatched to satisfy demand.

* Excessive market sihare. Generators with domi- In Chile the power system is served by two poor-

nant market shares can raise prices because ly connected transmission grids. Thus two indi-

their output is required to meet demand dur- vidual markets-rather than a single market

ing some hours. They can also reduce output -must be examined for market power.

during peak hours to bring a more expensive

generating unit on line. This unit will set the Measuring market concentration
pool clearing price, increasing the profits of all Market concentration is the degree to which a

generators. few generators in the system control a dominant

* Limited number of generators. If only a few gen- market share. Highly concentrated markets are

erators participate in the market, there is more likely to have participants that exercise

increased potential for collusion and a greater market power. Hence measuring market concen-

likelihood that generators will learn each tration can be a proxy for gauging the competi-

other's bidding strategies. A small number of tiveness of a market. The Herfindahl-Hirshman

generators also makes it difficult to ensure that index is the most common measure for deter-

they are all about the same size. mining the extent of market concentration. The

* Control over peak or nonhydroelectric generation. index is defined as the sum of the square of each

Generators that control the majority of peak generator's market share (calculated based on the

or nonhydroelectric generation may be dom- installed generation capacity of each market par-

inant producers during certain periods of the ticipant). The index ranges from a maximum of

day. In this case the dispatcher may be forced 10,000 (or 1002, for a perfect monopoly) to a

to dispatch them regardless of their bid. A minimum of almost 0 (for a market with many

generator that has both base- and peak-load participants).

facilities may cut back on base-load plants to Table 5.1 presents Herfindahl-Hirshman

bring more expensive peak units on line. indexes for 19 markets. The ideal Herfindahl-
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Table 5 1
Actual and ideal Herfindahl-Hirshman indexes for selected markets, 1998

Largest Actual Ideal Ideal
Number market Herfindahl- market Herfindahl-

of share Hirshman share Hirsiman
Market generators (percent) index (percent) index

California 40 23 1,098 2.50 250
Argentina 38 14 565 2.63 263
England and Wales 32 28 1,664 3.13 313
Colombia 26 24 1,398 3.85 385
New England (United States) 16 32 1,790 6.25 325
Brazil 14 25 1,493 7.14 714
Alberta, Canada 12 55 3,791 8.33 333
Australia (national electricity market) 11 18 1,218 9.09 309
Sweden 8 52 3,226 12.50 1,?50
Spain 8 46 3,361 12.50 1,)750
Peru (northern interconnected system) 8 35 2,294 12.50 1, 250
Czech Republic 6 75 6,007 16.67 1,367
New Zealand 6 68 5,296 16.67 1, 367
Bolivia 6 26 1,887 16.67 1,367
Chile (central interconnected system) 4 60 4,256 25.00 2, 500
Chile (northern interconnected system) 4 43 3,260 25.00 2, 00
Northern Ireland 4 48 3,271 25.00 2, 300
Portugal 3 93 8,614 33.30 3,:333
Queensland, Australia 2 76 6,351 50.00 5,200

Hirshmani index in each market assumes that all P -MC = HHI

firms are of equal size-something that may inot P E

be possible to achieve in all markets.

The index should not be used as a benchmark The price elasticity of demand for el ctricitv,

to determine whether market power is likely to E, measures howx much the quantity de mnanded

exist, because the index does oot reflect the mar- changes if its price changes. In other wc rds, it is

ket shares of firms in the industry. A system in a measure of howv much more (or less) .lectric-

which four generators each hold a 2-5 percent ity consumers would purchase when trIe price

market share and one in which one generator of electricity falls (or rises). Elasticiti, s differ

controls 45 percent of the market and three gen- substantially across types of consume -s, with

erators split the rest equally would both have industrial demand more elastic than re-idential

indexes of 2,500. Although there is greater demand. Increasing the number of genierators

potential for market power in the second case can dramatically reduce the markup of market

than in the first, the Herfindahl-Hirshman index- price over marginal cost. To see how, assume

es are identical. Few markets come close to that the aggregate price elasticity of lemand

achieving the ideal Herfindahl-Hirshman index ranges from -0.5 to -0.7. Using a Her inldahl-

or market share. Hirshman index of 2,500, the price narkup

over marginal cost is 25-100 percent. Jsing a

Estimating potential price markups Herfindahl-Hirshman index of 1,000 (imd the

It is useful to have some estimate of how a par- same elasticity range, the price markup i 16-25

ticular market structure could affect prices. This percent.

can be approximated using the Lerner index, This relationship between the Herijidahl-

defined as the percentage increase in price above Hirshman and Lerner indexes can be u;ed as a

marginal costs. The Lerner index (the left-hand simple guide to estimate price markups. But

side of the equation below) is equal to the because the Herfindahl-Hirshman index masks
Herfindahl-Hirshnman index divided by the price inequalities in market share, the price mlarkups

elasticity of demand.3 obtained using this approximation should be
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treated merely as indicative of the magnitude- equilibrium analysis of the power market using

not as exact measures. actual cost and production data, information

about transmission constraints, and demand fore-

Determining the distribution of plant casts to determine when market power will be

assets exercised.'

The distribution of base-, mid-, and peak-load

plants may also be a source of market power. In

general, the smaller is the difference between Figure 5.2
price and marginal cost in a given trading period, Exercise of market power by firms
the larger is the market poxver of a generator that with multiple plants
owns other plants where the price and marginal Case 1: All generators produce 50MW

cost differential is higher.That is, generating firms Price ($/MWh)

that own multiple plants may be able to use their 3250tMWd

market power to reduce output and earn excess 30 \ l

profits. 25 Pool prce

Three cases illustrate this point (figure 5.2). In 20

case 1 each producer generates 50 megawatts at 15

an incremenital (marginal) cost of $5 a nmegawatt- 10

hour. The market-clearing price, P. ($25 a 5

earns no profit (price equals cost). The quantity Quantity (MW)
demanded is Q,. If, as in case 2, generator 5

reduces output by 10 megawatts in an attempt to

bring generator 6 online, thereby increasing the Case 2: Generator5 reduces output by 10MW

clearing price to $30 a megawatt-hour, it earns a Price ($/MWh)

profit of $200 [($30 - $25) x 40 megawatts]. In 35 MWn
case 3 generator 1 attempts to exercise market 30 Pool price

power by reducing its output by 10 megawatts 25 - - ___ -- I \

but gains nothing by the move-its revenue 20

increase from the pool price [($30 - $25) x 41) 15

iiegawatts = $200] equals the amounit it loses 10

from reducing output [($25 - $5) x lto megawatts 5s

= $2011]. In this case, although generator 6 comes 0
online and the market-clearing price rises to $30 Quantity 1MW)

a megawatt hour, the real winner is generator 5,

which gains $250 in profit. Generator 2 and gen-

erator 4 also gain from the higher price. If a sin-

gle firm owvned both generator 1 and generator Price I$/MWh) Market demand

5, it could strategically reduce availability fron Pool price(250MW

generator 1 in order to earn $250 on the output
of generator 5. 25 - - - - - -| - - -

20

Modeling techniques to predict market 15

behavior 1
Examining market concentration, the H-erfindh 5ahl-

Hirshman:index, and the generating mix provides a 
insights on the potential exercise of market power. Quantity (MW)

But a sophisticated computer model of the market E3 Operating cost El Operating cost saved

may be required. A popular approach is to use El Net profit U Profit lost

modeling techniques based on a Cournot-Nash
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The model assumes that generators select a generators bid into the pool, but Pacific Gas &

profit-maximizing output given competitors' Electric and Southern California Edi-on con-

choices and that they are most likely to exercise tinue to hold the largest market shar. s. Many

market power during peak demand hours, when countries-Argentina, Brazil, Panama-have

most generators are fully dispatched, leaving placed ceilings on the market share of installed

residual demand to a few dominant players. The capacity, usually allowing no single firm to

dominant generators can reduce output to bring own more than 25 percent of total capacity.

expensive producers online, raising the system- * Allocate generation assets equally acros. partici-

clearing price. In any given period, high-demand pants. In England and Wales two ge ierators

hours should be examined to determine which often set the market-clearing price because

generators will be dispatched and how much the nearly all the mid-merit plants arc in the

pool-clearing price will rise.The Cournot-Nash hands of two or three generators. Son e facili-

equilibrium model allows policymakers to exam- ties, such as many base load plants, lac:c signif-

ine the potential for market power under a vari- icant market power. But others, ;uch as

ety of market conditions. hydropower assets, may hold significant mar-

A study of California's system examined mar- ket shares in certain markets, such as spinning

ket power under three levels of demand elasticity, reserve. These ancillary markets should be

several proposals for divesting assets, increased examined to ensure that certain generitors do

production of hydropower, integration of region- not dominate the market for certain s, rvices.

al electricity supply, and several degrees of trans- * A'Iitigate opportunitiesfor collusion by s parating

mission congestion. 5 It may be valuable to powerplants into as many separately owned compa-

undertake similar modeling exercises in China. In nies as possible.

addition, the model should be used to determine

when and to what extent divestiture plans, sea- Incorporating remedies for market
sonal factors (such as wet and dry periods), and power in market rules
transmission congestion will allow generators to Apart from the structural remedies-wh ich are

exercise market power. preferred for addressing market powt r con-

cerns-a variety of regulatory remedies can be

Restructuring the generation industry applied once the market is operational:

The structure of the generation industry-in * Limitations on variance of bid prices. In c,.tmpeti-

terms of concentration, asset distribution, and tive markets, bids for running individuial units

firm size-is the most important determinant of should not vary with market coirditions

generation market power. Getting the generation (although market prices will). To mitigate

industry structure right is the best way to miti- market power, a generator with marke power

gate market power. The following strategies potential could agree to limited bands or bid-

should be considered: ding each unit.

* Increase the number of competitors-but limit the * Denial of market-based prices. In extremne cir-

size of the largest participant relative to other partic- cumstances, when there is evidence showing

ipants and to the extent possible ensure that all that generators are exercising market power,

competitors are of similar size. Regardless of how the regulator should be given the r ght to

many firms compete in the market, market deny them market prices and offer them cost-

share should be distributed as equally as possi- based rates or a pre-established ceilin,.; price.

ble. But maximizing the number of generators However, the denial of market-based :ricing

will not guarantee competition if dominant risks undermining incentives for comwetitive

players emerge. Nearly 35 generators operate markets-and so is a remedy that shLi uld be

in England and Wales, but 2 have always con- used sparingly.

trolled a major share of the market. Between U Requirementsfor transmission upgrades. Genera-

April and November 1998 these two genera- tors could be required to contribute tc trans-

tors set the market-clearing price almost 65 mission upgrades in load pockets whe e they

percent of the time. In California about 40 operate to mitigate market power pote -itial.
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U Monitoring that can detect and penalize generators demonstrates that the smaller the number of

that exercise market power. The regulator should firms, the larger price markups are likely to be.

have ready access to bids and price outcomes This effect is magnified when one firm holds a

so that it can investigate complaints of suspi- dominant share of the market. In Northern Ire-

cious or anticompetitive behavior by genera- land, where four generators compete, the largest

tors or dispatchers. The regulator should be generator controls nearly 50 percent of the mar-

able to impose appropriate penalties if evi- ket. Consequently, a single buyer system with

dence of market abuse is discovered. economic cost-based dispatch has been adopted

* Simple and efficient open bidding procedures that in Northern Ireland to prevent collusion and

are applied as close to real time as possible. To mitigate market power. In summary, alternatives

prevent rnanipulation of the market and mis- to a pool-based market with price competition

representation by individual generators, the should be considered when the market size and

bidding procedures and rules should mini- number of generators are very small.

mize opportunistic revision of bids by gener-

ators. For example in the England and Wales

market, it was found that one of the domi-

nant generators used to declare a number of Notes

plants unavailable in order to raise the capac- 1. The government may be willing to write

ity payment. Once the capacity payment had down the asset values of government-owned

been determined, the generator declared the plants and lower contract prices accordingly. For

units available, making them eligible to private investors, it would be extremely difficult

receive the higher capacity payments. In to lower the value of the contract significantly

addition, rules with low bidding costs and without threatening the sanctity of the contracts

few bidding restrictions encourage entry. (something China has declared it will not do),

Even if there are initially only a small num- thereby jeopardizing China's standing with inter-

ber of generators in a provincial market, the national investors.

behavior of dominant players may be kept in 2. U.S. Department of Energy, "Horizontal

check by the threat of potential competition Market Power in Restructured Electricity Mar-

from new entrants. Simple and transparent kets," Office of Policy,Washington, D.C., 2000.

rules are usually best, because they minimize 3.The equation assumes that generators strive

the costs of participation. to achieve a Cournot equilibrium, in which each

Finally, it is worth recognizing that the possi- firm chooses its output to achieve a market-

bility of creating a competitive pool of generators clearing equilibrium. This assumption is reason-

without market power is severely limited in small able given that generators use a quantity strategy

systems. Specifically, when the peak load is less to maximize profits.

than 1,000--1,500 megawatts and a few genera- 4. See note 3.

tors serve the market, it may not be possible to 5. Severin Bornstein,James Bushnell, E. Kahn,

create the conditions necessary to mitigate gen- and Steven Stoft, "Market Power in California

erator market power if a price-based power pool Electricity Markets," 1996, University of Califor-

market structure. The relationship between the nia Energy Institute, Berkeley, 1996 (available at
Herfindahl-Hirshman and Lerner indexes http://www ucei.berkeley edu/ucei/).
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Chapter 6

Regulating Power Markets

China's power sector is controlled by various What Is to Be Regulated?
state, provincial, and subprovincial agencies. The

fuLnctions and responsibilities of these agencies During stage 1 of implementing competirive pool

often overlap and are based on a "conimand and markets at the regional and provincial levels, the
control" approach that is unsuitable for an indus- regulatory authority wvill need to conr ol the

try moving toward increased competition. It is activities of the purchasing agent, the transimission

essential that institutional arrangements be entity, and the distribution entities. It wvill also

reformed and adapted to competitive pool mar- need to supervise the contracts and contracting

kets, open access transmiiission systems, and bilat- processes managed by the single buyer.As hie stage
eral trading arrangemilents between competitive 1 mandatory pool with single buyer siructure

pool markets. evolves to wholesale competition, the regulation

A regulatory framework to support etfective of contracts may be relaxed, although somte addi-

competition within competitive pool market tional regulatory arrangenments will be reqcuired.

areas, active bilateral trading betweeni them, and

their gradual integration will require capable Regulating the activities of the
institutions at the state and lower levels. Regu- purchasing agent
latory processes must be clear, credible, and The presence of the purchasing agent wi hin the

responsive to the changinig demiianid for regula- competitive pool market is a transitio:ial step

tion as the market transition proceeds. Strong until wholesale competition is introduce S. Dur-
coordinationi between state and local regulators ing this transition the purchasing agent v, ill have
would ensure consistent and smooth market monopsony power to sign the initial cont:acts for

development. differences with generators. Regulation should

Creating such a framework will require fun- ensure that the purchasing agent signs those con-

damenital changes in the way government agen- tracts in an efficient manner-that is, '.,ithout
cies supervise and intervene in power discriminating between generators or agr.. eing to

operations. This chapter answers three funda- contract prices that are inefficiently I igh or

mental questions that will guide the design and unreasonably low.

implementation of the regulatory framlework: The purchasing agent will also be pai ticipat-

what is to be regulated, who should regulate, and ing in the bilateral power trading betwee i com-
what legal provisions are needed. This chapter petitive pool markets. The regulator should

builds on an earlier report prepared jointly by supervise these trades to ensure that the purchas-

the formier Ministry of Electric Power and the ing agent takes advantage of transaction opportu-

World Bank.1 nities to meet an "efficient purchase" obligation.
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Other activities of the purchasing agent that Regulating the activities of distribution
must be regulated include purchasing ancillary entities
services from generators, contracting for trans- Distribution within competitive market areas

mission use of system services, bundling its own will mainly be conducted by municipal, prefec-

and purchased services, and applying a bulk sup- tural and county power supply bureaus. Regula-

ply tariff to the sale of power to distributors. tion must cover the retail services of all these

distribution entities. Most power supply bureaus

Regulating the activities of the also own and operate local power plants (embed-

transmission entity ded generation), creating additional regulatory

As market implementation proceeds, generation issues. Regulation must also distinguish between

will be completely separated from transmission- independent power supply bureaus and bureaus

beginning first with management separation into that may initially be owned by the transmission

independent business units and then separate entity (that is, bureaus that are part of existing

ownership. Apart from minimizing (if not entire- regional or provincial power companies).

ly eliminating) conflicts of interest, this separation At a minimum, regulation of the power sup-

will also simplify the activities of the regulator. ply bureaus must cover their trading and trans-

The following transmission activities must be portation activities. This regulation would cover

regulated: the following areas:

* Expansion of the transmission system. The trans- * Consumer price and quality of service. The price

mission entity must be regulated to ensure and quality of services provided to consumers,

that it makes optimal investment decisions including retail tariffs, supply quality and rei-

that take into account standards of service ability standards, consumer service standards,

quality and security. In addition to authoriz- obligations to connect and serve, energy effi-

ing investments in transmission system expan- ciency promotion and demand-side manage-

sion, the regulator may need to take an active ment programs, and other consumer issues,

approach to encouraging expansion. To sup- such as the protection of poor and vulnerable

port timely transmission expansion, the regu- consumers and procedures for handling

lator may have to help obtain needed rights of complaints.

way. i Overall efficiency andfinancial perfortnance. Power

* Service quality and reliability. The regulator supply bureaus should have their allowable

needs to ensure that appropriate supply quali- distribution costs benchmarked to ensure that

ty and reliability standards are achieved-that they are operating efficiently.

costs are minimized without reducing quality U Expansion of the distribution system. The regula-

below an acceptable level. The regulator will tor xvould have to authorize major investment

also determine and apply penalties for non- decisions and, if necessary, ensure an active

compliance with service quality and reliabili- approach to system expansion.

ty obligations. * Efficient wholesale energy procurement. As the

* Transmission tariffs and pricing. The regulator market develops, power supply bureaus will

should approve transmission tariffs to ensure begin to contract directly with generators for

that the revenues earned by the transmission energy and capacity. The state regulator will

entity cover the costs of the embedded system have to determine when and how power sup-

and expansion needs. To create incentives for ply bureaus will be permitted to procure their

efficiency, the regulator will have to establish energy requirements directly and conclude

efficient cost benchmarks. contracts for differences and other hedging

* Access to the transmiission system. The regulator instruments to manage price risk and meet

needs to ensure that market participants are demand efficiently. Additional regulation will

given fair access to the transmission system. be needed to ensure that bulk power procure-

Transmission connection and use protocols ment is done efficiently. This may be achieved

should be approved by the regulator. Disputes by setting clear guidelines on the pass-through

will also have to be handled by the regulator. of wholesale power costs.
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U Pricing of distribution network services. Power entity (that is, the residual regional or provincial

supply bureaus will gradually have to provide power company) in the competitive pool market

access to their networks as large consumers area. If the regional or provincial power, ompany

begin to contract directly The terms of access maintains even a small ownership role in genera-

will have to established and authorized by the tion, the market operator and system operator

regulator. functions will not be perceived as imp irtial by

independent generators, and their autliority to

Regulator's relationship to the system administer market rules will be undermined.
and market operator These conflicts will be avoided when ge aeration

Under the proposed reform, day-to-day operation is totally separated from the transmissio - entity.

and administration of the competitive pool market During the interim, the regulator will have to be

and bilateral trading between markets wvil be the more vigilant and responsive to complai its from

responsibility of the designated system and market generators who perceive a bias in the sys rem and

operator, whose roles and responsibilities will be market operator.

defined in the market rules. From the perspective In addition to monitoring the admir stration

of supervising the market, the market operator has of the market rules, the regulator has authority

primary responsibility for dealing with operational over other market issues, including antic )mpeti-

disputes, while the system operator deals with tive behavior by participants, mergers of partici-

operational emergencies through processes laid pant generators, and other structural cha ages. To

dovwn in the market rules. The regulator approves prevent mergers and anticompetitive behavior

the market rules and changes to the rules, moni- from hindering market development, the regula-

tors administration and operation of the rules, col- tor must establish guidelines for mergers and

lects all information needed for monitoring retain the right to deny approval of mL rgers it

market participants, arbitrates disputes referred to believes will increase the potential for horizontal

it, investigates the rules when necessary, and market power. The regulator should also have the

approves emergencies and suspensions as required power to intervene if anticompetitive bchavior,

by the rules. Although the regulator is responsible such as collusion or predatory pricing. takes

for developing and enforcing the rules, the market place; impose fines in the case of noncon pliance

should be as self-regulating as possible. In other with regulations; and prevent attempts by partic-

words, the regulator should aim to act only when ipants to limit competition from generators out-

necessary to ensure the equitable and efficient side the competitive market area.

operation of the market.Table 6.1 summarizes the

allocation of responsibilities between the regulator Who Should Regulate?
and the system and market operator

It has been suggested that the system operator The question of who should regulate an i adustry

and market operator functions be established raises fundamental questions of pow -r and

within the regional or provincial transmission authority over politically and economicall ] sensi-

Table 6.1
Proposed division of responsibilities between the system and market operator and the regulator

System and market operator Regulator

Market operator * Approves the market rules and changes to the rules
* Proposes the market rules and changes to the rules through * Requires rule changes if necessary

processes laid down by the regulator * Monitors administration and operation of the rules
* Acts as market implementing and operating agency * Collects all information needed for monitoring market
* Deals with disputes through processes laid down in the rules participants

* Arbitrates disputes referred to it
System operator * Investigates the rules when necessary
* Handles emergency and supervision issues as indicated in the * Approves suspensions and emergencies as required

rules by the rules
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tive issues. Regulation of the power sector is par- that key investment and pricing decisions be

ticularly difficult because, like other infrastructure made by the lower-level regulatory entities based

sectors, it is strategically important and many reg- on principles approved at the state level. These

ulatory bodies at different levels of government lower-level regulatory entities should be estab-

already regulate the sector. lished as direct affiliates of the state regulator. In

Currently regulatory decisionmaking on elec- the interests of effective and responsive regula-

tricity pricing and investment requires the tion, lower-level regulatory bodies must be able

approval of many agencies at the state and local to make decisions quickly, taking into account

(typically provincial) levels. Provincial agencies specific local circumstances and issues-some-

are also involved in electricity regulation at the thing state agencies based in Beijing will not be

municipal and county levels (county pricing able to do. But lower-level regulators must use

bureaus). Overlap of roles and responsibilities standard methodologies and guidelines issued by

extends to policy and regulatory functions as the state regulator. This would allow the state

well. At the state level, for example, both the State regulator to ensure a consistent and coordinated

Economic and Trade Commission and the State approach to market implementation, operation,

Development Planning Commission perform and supervision. Such consistency will also facil-

important policy and regulatory functions. itate the gradual integration of markets.Table 6.2

While some regulatory roles and policymak- offers a proposed division of responsibilities

ing functions overlap, other regulatory functions between state and lower-level regulators. In addi-

do not appear to be explicitly assigned to any of tion, the state regulator may continue to regulate

the existing external regulatory agencies. Estab- the State Power Corporation of China.

lishment of quality standards and security obliga- The state regulator may continue to be

tions, for example, does not appear to be involved in investment decisions for large proj-

explicitly assigned to any agency. ects in order to ensure that financing follows the

It is beyond the scope of this report to define guidelines of the State Development Planning

the institutional framework for regulating com- Commission and Ministry of Finance. The state

petitive power markets. It clear that a state-level regulator's direct involvement and approval

regulator will be required to establish the basic should be required only for issues concerning

rules and procedures for implementing, operat- trading between competitive market areas. That

ing, and supervising competitive markets and would include transmission expansion between

trade between them. It is also clear that to be markets, bilateral trading rules, and the operation

effective and responsive, the state regulator will of National Transmission Corporation (that is,

require lower-level agencies or branches to con- the reorganized State Power Corporation of

duct regulatory functions at the level of the China). In addition, the state regulator should

regional or provincial competitive power market. ensure that the capacity of the transmission net-

But it is not immediately clear how the state reg- work is adequate at all levels and that access and

ulator will establish lower-level regulators and pricing rules are fair and efficient.

maintain a consistent regulatory framework

throughout the country.These issues will have to Separating regulation from
be defined through detailed institutional studies. policymaking
The following discussion provides some guid- Most countries that develop explicit regulatory

ance on the delineation of responsibilities frameworks for power separate institutional

between the two levels to achieve effective super- responsibility for policymaking and regulation. In

vision of competitive power markets and elimi- Australia, Poland,Thailand, and the United King-

nate overlapping responsibilities. dom, for example, the ministry (and the govern-

ment) retains responsibility for policymaking,

Distinguishing the roles of state and while regulation is handled by an autonomous

lower-level regulators regulatory agency. An appropriate starting point

In delineating the roles of state and lower-level in China might be to divide the power depart-

(regional or provincial) regulators, it is suggested ment of the State Economic and Trade Comnmis-
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Table 6.2
Division of responsibilities between state and lower-level regulators

State regulator Lower-level regulators

* Establish principles and detailed guidance on development a Regulate consumer tariffs, including transmission ta-iffs
and implementation of competition within the market, subject to central guidelines

* Approve the market rules for individual competitive pool * Approve investment plans of the transmission entity and
markets and ensure consistency for future market distributors within the market; implement and monitor mar-
integration ket service quality

* Establish common principles and methodologies for a Resolve market disputes
transmission access, transmission pricing, and consumer * Review the accounts of the transmission company E id dis-
tariff-setting tribution enterprises (power supply bureaus)

* Establish regulatory procedures for reviewing and a Review and approve contracts of the purchasing age )cy
authorizing investment plans and resolving disputes

* Formulate model contracts and licenses and issue service
quality standards

* Regulate power trade between markets. Establish
protocols, bilateral trading rules, and transmission tariffs for
intermarket trade

* Approve the accounts and investment plans of the National
Transmission Corporation and its branches

sion into two groups, one for policy and one for ous countries. It has been suggested that it is dif-

state-level regulation of the industry. The same ficult to have effective regulatory c;.pability

separation could be done within the State Devel- with fewer than 30-40 professional stalf These

opment Planning Commission. represent the fixed costs associated witi estab-

To lay the foundations for an autonomous lishing license approval and monitor ng and

state-level electricity regulator, the regulatory enforcement procedures. Beyond theie fixed

group in the State Economic and Trade Com- costs, regulatory staff requirements depend

mission might then be merged with the (regula- primarily on the number of companit s to be

tory) departments of the State Development regulated and the type and complexity )f com-
Planning Commission responsible for electricity petitive arrangements in the sector. In tl e Unit-

pricing. In addition, the policy role of the State ed States, for example, the Federal Energy

Economic and Trade Commission could be Regulatory Commission has more tl an 400

combined with that of the State Development professional staff working on the equivilent of

Planning Commission-and if possible assigned central-level regulatory issues. In addition, each

to one of the two agencies. This issue deserves U.S. state (equivalent to a province) has its own

more detailed study. public utilities commission with seve -al staff

working on electricity regulation.
Regulatory Capacity-Building
Implications What Legal Provisions Are Needed?

Providing effective regulation in a competitive Power regulation must be founded or, a firm

market environment will place considerable legal basis if it is to inspire confidence a ad sup-

demands on institutional, staffing, and skills port the development of competitive ma: kets. In

requirements. These requirements extend to the 1996 China passed an Electricitv Law th.t estab-

regulated companies in addition to the power sec- lished new legal provisions for the powei sector.
tor regulatory agency The difficulties of recruit- Nonetheless, the pace of the anticipated :hanges
ing and retaining staff with the skills to carry out in the power sector requires that the El ctricity
such regulation should not be underestimated. Law be substantially revised.While the law allows

Table 6.3 provides information on staffing for some evolution of the sector, it poses a serious
levels among the electricity regulators of vari- constraint to future reforms.
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Table 6.3
Electricity regulators in various countries

Size of system
Country Regulator Number of staff (megawatts)

Argentina Ente Nacional Regulador de Electricidad 141 20,600
Brazil National Agency of Electrical Energy 325 60,800
Chile Comisidn Nacional de Energia

(includes gas) 40 7,500
Colombia Comisi6n Nacional de Regulacidn de Energia y Gas

(includes gas) 35 10,800
Malaysia Department of Electricity and Gas 150 11,800
Mexico Comisidn Reguladora de Energia 145 37,600
Philippines Energy Regulatory Board 200 8,700
Singapore Public Utilities Board 101 5,600
Spain Comisi6n del Sistema Electrico Nacional 74 41,700
United Kingdom Office of Electricity Regulation (Offer) 252 70,500

Source: Jon Stern, "Electricity and Telecommunications Regulation in Developing Countries," unpublished manuscript.

Market implementation limits under limited stage 2 (with distributor choice) may be

the Electricity Law possible under current law. Stage 3, retail compe-

The 1996 Electricity Law allows for market tition, cannot be implemented without a change

structures that include single buyers purchasing in the law.

power based on long-term power purchase In summary, while reform can continue, revi-

agreements--and indeed, such markets operate sions in the law should proceed in parallel.

today in China. The power sellers (generators) Indeed, although one may conclude that the law

may be required to compete to determine which supports stage 1 and perhaps a limited version of

will be selected and have the opportunity to stage 2, it would be preferable to have proper reg-

negotiate a power purchase agreement with the ulation in place as soon as possible. Indeed, the

single buyer; thus the law supports competition better approach would be to enact a new law-

for the market. It also appears that the law allows one that specifically anticipates the evolution of

for the formation of a mandatory pool with a the sector-before any move to stage 2.

single-buyer structure (stage 1 of the transforma-

tion). That is, the law does not dictate how Revising the Electricity Law
wholesale prices are to be established by single The new law should identify the overall objec-

buyers, so stage 1 would be possible. tives for the sector and the role (or functions) of

Stage 2 is a wholesale market in which both the regulatory authority to facilitate the achieve-

distributors and large customers would have a ment of those objectives.The law should also lay

choice of supplier. For two reasons, there are lim- out the relationships between the state-level reg-

its to moving to stage 2 under the current law. ulator and lower-level regulators.There are useful

First, the law does not contemplate power pur- lessons from other countries that have had to deal

chases by either large or small customers except with similar issues.

from their current suppliers.While it may be pos- The identification of the objectives will guide

sible to infer that distributors would have a the regulatory agency in making regulatory poli-

choice about where they would purchase the cy and in rendering its decisions. For example,

power to meet their supply obligations, it seems the objectives could include the creation, promo-

to be the intention that all consumers are to be tion, preservation of an efficient industry and

supplied by the franchised distributor. Second, market structures; the promotion and implemen-

the law does not provide for adequate regula- tation of competition; the facilitation of private

tion-both the institutions and the functions- sector participation; the assurance of an adequate

to support broad wholesale competition. Thus a power supply and maximum access; properly
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established tariffs; and the maintenance of relia- should establish the terms and conditions of
bility and safety. To satisfy these objectives, the licenses, the technical and commercial codes to
regulator would need to be assigned specific be followed, the rights and obligationw of con-
functions and given adequate authority to estab- sumers, and the prices to be charged fe- service.
lish a proper licensing and tariff-setting authori- The license obligations should be monitored and
ty, set performance standards for licensees and enforced by the regulator; inadequate enforce-
monitor power markets, and establish the rights ment of licensee responsibilities will caase con-
and obligations of consumers. sumers and government to lose confider ce in the

Given the complexities of these tasks, regula- regulatory regime.
tors will need to be individuals with skills, experi- China is undertaking power sector reform
ence, and integrity. Thus the law should set within the context of broader market reform.
standards for their appointment and possible Thus, as the drafting of a new Electricity Law
removal. Part of the state's commitment to reform proceeds, it would be useful to simultaneously

will necessarily include proper budget support for address the changes required in other laws-such
regulators, which should also be articulated in the as property, contract, and company laws-to
law. It is widely accepted that regulatory inde- facilitate the flow of investment and the ibility of
pendence requires the appointment of high-qual- licensees to carry out their responsibilitic s.
ity individuals who are properly supported and
who are able to make difficult, sometimes contro-
versial decisions without interference.

All participants in the sector-in generation, Note
transmission, distribution, and supply-should 1. World Bank, China: Power Sector Reg 4lation in
have licenses (sometimes called business permits) a Socialist Market Economy, Discussion Pa:er 361,
identifying their responsibilities. The regulator 1997. (This report was also published in Chinese.)
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Annex

The Contract for Differences

A contract for differences (CfD) is a financial instru- to submit its dispatch bid to the market opera-

ment that provides a buyer and seller of electricity tor. The market operator collects the bids from

with a constant, negotiated price (the strike price) each generator and stacks them in order of their

for an agreed quantity.The contract eliminates vul- bid price, from lowest to highest (figure A2).

nerability to the significant price fluctuations that The bid stack is then compared with system

occur in the hourly spot market for electricity. demand, with the last generating unit in the

In an energy pool the seller of electricity stack needed to supply the demand identified as

always receives and the buyer always pays the the marginal unit. The bid price of the marginal

clearing price. In a CfD, if the clearing price is unit-known as the pool-clearing price (P )-is

below the contract's strike price, the buyer pays published to inform all market participants and

the difference to the generator. If the clearing interested parties of the current price of

price is above the strike price, the generator pays electricity.

the difference to the buyer (figure Al). The physical market and the financial market

In addition to providing buyers and sellers are linked by the common clearing price. Since

with a hedge against price volatility, a CfDI pro- the physical market produces a clearing price each

vides generators with incentives to bid their real

marginal cost. As long as the generator cannot
manipulate the pool price by exercising market Figure A. 1

power, a CfD provides a strong incentive to Payments to buyer and generator
under a contract for differencesachieve optimal dispatch. It also provides genera-

tors with incentives to increase efficiency and Price ($/IWh)
reduce marginal costs, so that they can lower their 30

bids and increase the proportion of time they are Parmentc
dispatched. Increasing their rate of dispatch is 25 from buyer

desirable because they receive payments equal to to generator

the difference between the pool price and their 20

marginal cost every time they are dispatched. 2\

Determining the 15 aymentsnttfrment. ~~~~~~differences
Pool-Clearing Price from generator price

to buyer
10

Assume that the energy pool has commenced Time

operation and that each power plant is required
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Illustration of a Contract for Differences

Four cases illustrate how a CiD creates good For the marginal generator, the pool price is

economic incentives and ensures that gener- equal to variable cost. At this price the genera-

ators earn adequate revenues. tor will earn no revenue from producti n rev-

enue; it will still receive revenue from the CfD:

Case 1: The marginal generator

In case 1, G5's variable costs are $25 per Jr = [Vex (Pp- P)1+ [OX(P 0 -PP)]

megawatt hour, its maximum output is 100 7r = [80 x (25 - 25)] + [80 x (30 - 25)]

megawatt hours, and its minimum output is 20 iX = $0 + $400

megawan hours. It produces 80 megawan hours 7r = $400.

of output and receives the pool-clearing price The relationship between the revenue

of $25 per megawatt hour. obtained from energy production [Ve x (P, - P)]

Assume that G5 has contracted to provide 80 and the revenue obtained from the CfD [Cc x (P.

megawatt hours of output each hour to the - Pp)] is shown in box figure Al. Generator G5 is

buyer at a contract price of $30 per megawatt indifferent to its level of production at thhi; pool-

hour. The generator provides the buyer with 80 clearing price, because at every output level the

megawatt hours of its own output at a pool- CfD is the only element providing it with profits.

clearing price that is lower than the contract's The interaction between price and quantity can

strike price, and the purchaser refunds the be regarded as a fast improvement environment

difference to the generator. The revenue because any increase in the pool price provides

obtained from the market by any generator is incentives to do better.

given by:

Case 2: The nondispatched generator

Yg =Ye - YC, = (Ve x Pp) + [oc x (Pa - Po)] In this case, generator G5 is not dispatched above

its minimum load by the system operator,

That is, G5's revenue is the sum of the because demand meets supply at a price hat is

revenue from selling output into the generation below G5's bid. At all levels of production the

pool (Ye) and the revenue from the CfD (Yef1). Ve cost of production exceeds the pool price,

is the quantity sold into the pool (up to a indicating that the generator would lose money if

maximum of 100 megawatt hours); tI is the it bid below its production cost. If the pool arices

contract amount (80 megawatt hours). are sustained at low values for long periodis, the
The generator's net revenue (it) is simply its generator is likely to voluntarily lower its volume

total revenue minus its variable cost of (by reducing its bid) and come out of service.

production (Pr) per unit of output: In this case the generator receives:

Ye + Yctd (Pv X Ve) = ( Ve X Pp) c = [Ve x (Pp - P)] + [Qc x (P0 -Ppl)
+ dQ1 x (P,-P,)] -( V x P,) 7 = [20 x (20-25)] + [80 x (30-20)]

=rvex(Pp-PvJ1+Olcx(PC-Pp P it-$100+$800

7i = $700.

Box continues on page 72
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Box figure A.1

Bid price stack for an energy pool

Case 1 Price received and quantity supplied by the marginal generator Marginal generator price and quantity
The Price i$/MWh) Price SIMWh
marginal 3 Demand Supply _
generator P 0 P i

P,=P, 20 a x (Pc - Pp) = 400
20

15 P\ P,

10
Vcx(Pp-PAl=t

5 log 10W toe IOU (
OMW MW MW MW MW__

Gi 62 G3 G4 G5 Kmin V.= QC V.S.
Quantity (MW) Quantity (MW)

Case 2 Price received and quantity supplied by the nondispatched generator Nondispatched generator price and quantity
The Price ($/MWh) Price $/MWh
nondispatched 35 SupplY 
generator Pc 30 Pc

P, 25 ~Demand p

Pp 20

15 P

10

5 IOU~ lo D o
O MW MW NMW MW __ __

G1 G2 63 G4 G5 V. = Vmin ac, V,
Quantity (MW) V. x (Pp - P) = -100 Quantity (MW)

Case 3 Price received and quantity supplied by the fully dispatched generator Fully dispatched generator price and quantity
The Price 1I5MWh) Price $JMWh
Tully P, 35 Demand Supply V. x (Pp- Pj) =1.000
dispatched I
generator P, 30 p_

PP 25 PC a,x(Pc-Pp)= -400

20
15 PV ------------------

10
5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~v.

5 1lD l00 lDW 1W 0 lD0 10
O MW MW MW MW MW MW _I__ _

GI G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Vmin a, V. V.
Quantity (MW) Quantity (MW)

Case 4 Price received and quantity supplied by the reserve generator Reserve generator price and quantity
The Price (S/MWh) Price 5/MWh
reserve 35 Supply

generator Pc 30 DemandP

P, 25 Q,X I (P -PPl 800

Pp70 20
15 pp
10
5 V. O IU I0

0 MW MW MW MW_

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 V,=0 Vm,,^ c VM..
Qluantity (MW) Quantity (MW)

Note: Pc = contract price. P, = pool clearing price. P, = variable cost of generation. 4 = contract quantity. V. = quantity dispatched.
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Illustration of a Contract for Differences continued

If the pool price rises above Pc, the CiD will reduce the P = $1000 - $400

revenue received by the generator. The generator will seek P = $600.

to return to service rather than suffer a decline in revenue.

The pool price also gives the generator three other, Since net revenue is based on all energy produced, the

longer-term incentives. First, it motivates the generator to generator has an immediate incentive to increase output up

lower the minimum load level in order to reduce costs to its maximum capacity, regardless of the quantity

without having to come out of service (and hence incur start- contracted. In the longer term, the generator would have an

up costs later). Second, it motivates the generator to lower incentive to increase its maximum capacity.

the cost of production so that it will be able to compete for

dispatch at lower pool-clearing prices. Third, it motivates Case 4: The reserve generator

the generator to lower its start-up costs in order to mitigate If the pool price is sustained below the variable production

the costs associated with running at minimum capacity. cost, the generator receives:

The market as a whole gains when G5 reduces its energy

production, because this output is now produced by G4 at a iT = [Ve X (Pa - Pv)] + [Qc x (PC - Pa)]

lower variable cost. The market has encouraged the higher- P = [0 x (20 - 25)] + [80 x (30 - 20)]

cost unit to come out of service and be replaced by a lower- P = $0 + $800

priced generator. P = $800.

Case 3: The fully dispatched generator In this case generator G5 earns no revenue from energy

When the pool price rises above the cost of production and production; all of its revenue comes from the CfD. Thn gen-

the contract price (Pn > Pc > P,). G5 bids to be fully erator has an incentive to stop running completely. This is

dispatched, since all of its output is needed to meet the similar to the situation faced by the nondispatched g'ener-

market's demand. ator except that in this case, pool prices remain below the

reserve generator's variable costs for a prolonged period.

In this case the generator receives: Once the pool price rises above variable production

costs, the generator will have an incentive to produce more

7 = [V. X (Pp - Pv)] + [ac x (PF - Pp)] energy. The generator will then come into service, inc reas-

7T = [100 x (35 - 25)] + 180 x (30 - 35)] ing the reliability of electricity supply for the province.

half hour, a new CfD financial settlement calcula- tion. (The generator is not obligated to produce

tion is required for each trading period as well. the exact quantity of electricity covered by the

The CfD process depends on the pool- CfD. Any quantity above or below the conitract is

clearing price, but it occurs independently of it. settled at the pool price, not the contract price.)

The CfD quantity can be shaped to meet buyers' CfDs are established in advance and ir:[corpo-

requirements. The contract indicates the quantity rate specific contract prices (Pr) and contract

of output covered by the contract in each half- quantities (Q,) for each half-hour trading period.

hour trading period. The buyer establishes these The contract price need not have any direct rela-

quantities based on forecast demand patterns. tionship with the generator's actual marginal cost
Using a schematic like the one shown in figure of energy production. The buyer normally links

A3, the generator can project the physical quan- the contract price to the forecast price of pool

tities needed to match the contract cover and the energy to the system, with the contract price

financial gains that will result from each transac- higher at peak times and lower at off-peak times.
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Incentives for Generators
to Bid Their Marginal Cost Figure A.2

Bid price stack for an energy pool

The generator's total payoff (net revenue or prof- Price (S/MWhi supply

it) is given by the following expression: Demand

profit = IQ,(x (- Pp) + [Vx (P- PA)

If a generator bids its marginal cost, and as a
result is the marginal generator, then Pp would

equal Pv and the payoff would become:

payoff = [Q, x (P - Pr)] = [Qx- (-P )]

That is, the payoff is dependent on the extent
that the CflD contract price is higher than the Gi G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7

generator's rnarginal cost (P1). However, the pro- Quantity (MW)

duction level (V) would vary from minimum
load to maximum load, depending on the level of
the demand.Assume that the level of the demand
has resulted in the marginal generator being at Figure A.3
minimum load. Power plant daily contract

Assume that this level of demand is fixed for for differences profile
an extended period and all generators except the Capacity (MW)
marginal generator maintains a constant bid Maximum dispatchable capacity
price. If, under this set of conditions, the mar-
ginal generator were to lower its bid price by Actual production - , "

50% (say), then it would be located lower in the '"

price stack and consequently be dispatch to
100% of its capacity. A new marginal generator s ' 
would appear at a lower bid price (and hence Contractfordifference

lower pool clearing price). The impact of this
behavior by the marginal generator is to increase
its production at a lower pool clearing price.The
payoff for the original marginal generator is now 1 12 hours 24 hours

given by:

payoff [Q, x (P - P)] + [V x (P - P)j negotiate a new CfD contract, it will be faced
with buyers who collectively expect to pay a

and since P < P, the expression can be rewritten lower contract price. This will reduce the mar-
as: ginal generator's long term payoff.

It is evident from this example that each gen-
payoff [Q, x (Pf - P)] - [ V x (P - P)]. erator will maximize its long term payoff by bid-

ding at its marginal cost.
That is, the marginal generator has reduced its

short term payoff from the original position and Incentives Provided by a Contract
has further forced the pool clearing price to fall. for Differences
The lower pool clearing price will be factored
into the forecast pool price by the multiple buy- When the pool price drops below the cost of pro-
ers, and when the marginal generator attempts to duction (Pp < PV), the generator reduces its output
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Figure A 4
Incentives provided by a contract for differences

Price ($/MWhI
Very unhappy Very happy

Must reach Qc urgently i Would like to generate a lot more

Pc -------------- |---- -----------------

Unhappy I Happy
Should reach 0, urgently Would like to generate more

P- -------------- -- ---------------
Happy to back off Unhappy

Would like to generate less
- - A- - ---

T t Actual
m. V.., e generation

levels

Quantity IMW) ( V.)

(figure A4). When the pool price rises above the

cost of production (Pp < PI), the generator increas-

es its output. Between the prices P and P the gen-

erator is encouraged to increase output up to and
beyond some target (such as Q).

When the pool price moves above P, the gen-
erator is encouraged to urgently increase output
to Q in order to avoid incurring a financial
penalty.A generator that increases output beyond
Q, can earn substantial additional revenue.

All these incentives occur as a result of a single
common clearing price in each trading period.
The publication of the price to all parties pro-
vides incentives to improve generating plant per-
formance, reduce the cost of delivery, and
encourage efficient investment.
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administrative valuation. Determination of competitive transition charge (or compen-

the value of an asset such as a generation plant or sation). Charge that cannot be bypassed and that

station based on criteria and guidelines estab- is levied on all customers of a distribution utility,

lished by the government or regulator. This valu- including those who purchase directly under

ation is undertaken as a substitute for contracts.The charge is used to recover funds to

determining the value through the competitive compensate for the stranded costs that arise from

auction-based sale of the asset. See also market the transition to a competitive power market.
valuation.

competitive pool market. Market arrange-

ancillary services. Services that must be pro- ment in which all individual unbundled genera-

vided in the generation and delivery of electrici- tors bid output into a single spot market to

ty to ensure the reliable operation of integrated compete for dispatch. The price in the energy

transmission and generation networks. Examples pool is determined by supply and demand.

include loss compensation, automated generation

control (load frequency control), coordination congestion. Result of constraints on the trans-

and scheduling services (load following, control mission network restricting the purchase and

of transmission congestion), and support of sys- sales transactions that market participants may

tem integrity and security (reactive power, spin- wish to implement.

ning and operating reserves).

congestion management. Attempt to relieve
bilateral transaction. Direct transaction transmission congestion by adding transmission

entered into by two market participants and capacity, implementing congestion pricing, mod-

defined in a contract between the participants. ifying the economic merit order, or other means.

captive consumer. Electricity user who has no congestion pricing. Settlement process used to

choice of electricity supply but must purchase account for the energy cost implications of sys-

electricity from the distribution utility serving tem congestion. Generally, higher-priced genera-
the franchise area. tion in one area will displace lower-priced

generation in another to relieve congestion while

clawback. Adjustment generally made by a reg- satisfying demand.

ulator to recover from an electricity producer

profits that exceed the expectations of a contract contract for differences (CfD). Bilateral finan-
or agreement. cial instrument between a seller (generator) and a
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buyer (distributor, marketer, or qualified user) of energy pool. Mechanism in which individual

electricity that protects both parties against price unbundled generators bid output into a single

volatility. If the pool-clearing price is below the spot market to compete for dispatch.The price in

contract price, the purchaser pays the difference the energy pool is determined by supply and

to the generator; if the pool-clearing price is demand.

above the contract price, the generator pays the

difference to the purchaser. See also vesting or extent of use pricing. Transmission pricing

transition contract for differences. method in which transmission system costs are

allocated in proportion to each user's average use

cross-ownership. Asset ownership situation in of each transmission line.

which an entity operating in a competitive (or

potentially competitive) segment of the industry, franchise area. Defined geographic area in

such as generation and distribution, also has an which a distribution utility is assigned thM obliga-

ownership interest in the monopoly segment of tion to provide electricity supply to Ill con-

the industry, such as transmission.This is discour- sumers who request service.

aged because it could lead to an unfair advantage

to the generator or distributor with cross-owner- grid code. Set of rules, guidelines, and s :andards

ship in transmission. that govern the connection to-and operation

of-a transmission network. Participant on the

demand-side management. Planning, imple- interconnected transmission network n: ust fol-

mentation, and monitoring of activities by elec- low the metering, technical connection -equire-

tricity companies to encourage consumers to ments, and normal and emergency operating

modify their patterns of electricity usage by protocols defined in the grid code.

changing the level or timing of consumption.

Herfindahl-Hirshman index (HHI). Popular

economic dispatch, economic merit order. measure of industry concentration th;it com-

Loading generating units with the lowest incre- bines elements of the number of firm, in the

mental costs first. industry and inequality among them. Tlhe HHI

is the sum of the squares of the market thare of

eligible consumer. An electricity user who has each firm in the industry. When an industry is

the right to choose and contract directly for sup- occupied by only one firm-a pure mranopo-

plies with generators or wholesalers, and thereby list-the index attains its maximum valu2 of 1.0

bypass the local distribution utility. (or 10,000 when the market shares are measured

in percentage terms). The value declines with

embedded generation. Generating capacity in increases in the number of firms and increases

an electricity supply entity that is not primarily a with rising inequality among a given number of

generator, such as a generating unit owned by the firms.

provincial supply bureau, which primarily dis-

tributes electricity. independent power producer. Independent

enterprise that owns, operates, and maintains a

energy broker. Market intermediation or generating plant but does not usually operate the

market-making mechanism for arranging hourly transmission or distribution system to wE ich the

nonfirm bilateral energy transactions.The energy plant is connected.

broker may post buy and sell bids on an electron-

ic bulletin board, allowing market participants to independent system operator (ISO). Neutral

choose which bids to accept and to execute trans- operator responsible for maintaining an iiistanta-

actions directly with the counterparty. Alterna- neous balance of the grid system. The ISO per-

tively, the energy broker may facilitate the forms its function by controlling the dispatch of

transactions by matching buy and sell bids. See also generation plants to ensure that loads match

nonfirm power. resources available on the system.
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Lerner index. Measure of monopoly power in erally perceived as an unfair advantage over other

an industry that directly reflects the inefficient market participants.

departure of price from marginal cost associated

with monopoly. market valuation. Asset value determined

through a competitive auction in the open

Lerner index = (price - marginal cost)price market.

Under pure competition the Lerner index is merit order bid stack. Ranking of generation

equal to zero.The more pricing departs from the plants by their bid prices-from lowest to highest

competitive norm, the higher is the associated -to determine their production and dispatch

Lerner index value. schedules to meet demand.

load following. Ability of an electric system to "new plant, new price" policy. Government

regulate its generation to follow minute-to-minute of China policy introduced in 1985 that allowed

changes in customers' demand. Also, a generation all plants built after 1985 to obtain a tariff per-

plant that automatically acts to balance the system. mitting rapid recovery of capital costs.

locational pricing. Pricing that reflects the loca- nodal pricing. Pricing energy by location

tion of generating facilities and the limits of the (node) to reflect the costs of transmission

transmission network. Good locational pricing congestion.

reduces congestion and inefficiency by providing

the proper incentives for economic dispatch and nonfirm power. Power or power-producing

planning of generation and transmission. capacity supplied or available under a commit-

ment with no assured availability or limited

mandatory energy pool. Electricity pool in assured availability.

which all generators are mandated to participate

in order to sell their electricity to consumers. nonspinning reserve. Portion of off-line gen-

erating capacity that can be synchronized and

market clearing price. Price at which supply ramped to a specified load in 10 minutes and run

equals denmand in the power market, usually at least 2 hours.

equal to the bid price of the marginal generator

dispatched to meet energy demand. operating reserve. Reserve generating capaci-

ty, both spinning and nonspinning, needed to

market code. Framework of rules established allow an electric system to provide load follow-

and administered by the market operator that ing and frequency regulation, as well as to recov-

governs bidding, balancing supply and demand, er from generation failures.

market participation, and settlement calculation.

passive ownership. Ownership role, generally

market operator. Entity that sets and adminis- based on a minority equity stake, played by an

ters the market code. The market operator equity owner that does not play a role in estab-

receives bids, schedules generation in a power lishing or influencing corporate and operational

pool-type market, performs settlement, and may policies and practice in the entity.

operate as an energy broker. Unlike the purchas-

ing agent in the single buyer model, the market peaking capacity. Capacity of generating

operator does not own the power it purchases. equipment normally reserved for operation

during the hours of highest daily, weekly, or

market power. Ability of a generation firm in a seasonal loads. Some generating equipment

competitive power market to raise its price above may operate at certain times as peaking capaci-

the marginal cost of production and maintain it ty and at other times to serve loads around the

at that level for a appreciable period. This is gen- clock.
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pool-clearing price. Market or bid price at spinning reserve. Portion of unloa(led syn-

which supply meets system demand in the power chronized generating capacity that can l: e loaded

pool. in 10 minutes and run at least 2 hours.

postage stamp rates. Transmission tariffs that spot energy transaction. Transaction between

are uniform within a jurisdiction. a buyer and seller for immediate delivery of a

defined amount of energy.

potential market power. Tacit market power

An entity may have this power but choose not to spot market. Market in which electricirycan be

exercise it. See market power. purchased for immediate delivery, with coordina-

tion of bids and settlement of transactions han-

power purchase agreement. Long-term con- dled by the market operator.

tract in which a generator sells electricity to a

provincial power company. stranded costs. Prudent costs incuried by a

utility that may not be recoverable unde: market

provincial supply bureau. Distributor for a competition. Examples are deferred cos :s, long-

provincial power company. As part of reform in term contract costs, and undepreciated .;enerat-

China, these bureaus will be spun off as inde- ing facilities.

pendent entities and permitted to purchase elec-

tricity directly from generators in the spot market strike price. Predefined level of markc t price,

or through bilateral contracts. which if exceeded would require the eller to

compensate the buyer for the difference between

purchasing agent. Entity responsible for aggre- the actual market price and strike price.

gating the demands of small consumers and for

purchasing energy from generators through con- system operator. Entity responsible fol gener-

tracts or from the competitive energy pool. ation and interchange dispatch, system rtLliability

and security, and transmission switching. Unlike

reactive power. Electricity that establishes and the market operator, which balances fnancial

sustains the electrical and magnetic fields of alter- supply and demand ahead of time, the system

nating current equipment. Reactive power must operator matches physical supply and demand in

be supplied to most kinds of magnetic equip- real time.

ment and to the reactive losses on transmission

facilities. Provided by generators, synchronous vesting or transition contract for differ-

condensers, and electrostatic equipment, such as ences. Financial contract negotiated b2tween

capacitors, reactive power affects system voltage. generators and purchasers that guarantees the

financial positions of each entity during :he ini-

reserve margin. Percentage of generating tial period of operation.

capacity need above the expected maximum

demand. wheeling. Movement of electricity from one

system to another over transmission facilities of

settlement. Accounting and billing to deter- intervening systems.

mine the amounts market participants pay or

receive for their energy transactions.
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